Memoir

By Christian Nicol Schiesser

Our British Ancestry
Grandfather English's father was a sugar planter in Jamaica and Charles was
born there. They returned to England at the time of the abolition of slavery, Greatgrandpa with a devoted native servant! They lived in London. The Drew family came
from Devon and built the Notting Hill estate.
The English Family:
Grandfather: Charles English m. Julia Sarah Drew
Children: Harry, Charlie, Manse, Florence, Rosie, Ella
The Nicol Family:
Grandfather: William Doull Nicol (b 1832) m. Eliza Watton
Children: Jamie, Percy, Harold, Herbert, Bessie
Harold Doull Nicol m. Florence Nellie English, September 9, 1896.

Children:
Kathleen Ella, born June 16, 1898
Lena Margaret and Marjorie Erica (twins), born January 7, 1901
Christian, born August 15, 1902

Edna Pollard with the four Nicol sisters, circa1905.

First Memories
The little girl sat on her mother's knee, but there was not the usual comfort
and warmth of love in the arms around her. Instead of the sunshine and light of the
nursery windows, the room was darkened, blinds drawn.
A feeling of utter desolation penetrated her consciousness and she burst into
tears. Other hands reached out and took her to rejoin her three older sisters.
Gradually the memory faded, only to haunt her at times for many years.
I was that little girl, just 22 months old, and it was the day on which my
father died. He had suffered a severe chill that developed into pneumonia. It had
proved impossible to obtain oxygen in time to help him breathe, and he died at
the age of thirty-six, on June 21, 1904.
Harold Doull Nicol was Curate-in-Charge of the tiny parish of Partington,
attached to the Church of St. Alban's, in Altrincham, Cheshire. Everyone spoke
highly of him, with great affection. He was greatly missed by the parishioners of St.
Alban's and Partington. Our family was left penniless, and in view of mother's
precarious financial situation, and in memory of father, a collection was taken and
invested in a mortgage at Lymm. The investment continued until World War II, and
eventually provided a small bungalow in Tavistock.
The first memories of the twins, Marjorie and Lena, were of a dark and
narrow passage, and their double pram. They first lived in a house on Navigation
Road, Timperley, and were cared for by their nurse, Edna Pollard. When father,
Harold Nicol, was appointed to the curacy in Partington, they moved to that
village.
Unaware of the tragedy of their father's death, the twins were taken up from
bed and wrapped in shawls to walk to the railway station. It was a starry night, and
they both remember their first sight of stars as they descended the staircase of the
rectory. They were put on the train to West Timperley to stay with Auntie Lena. The
guard put them off the train and with the dim light of an oil lantern they walked
down a sloping pathway to a cab and were carried into the darkness.
At this time, Edna Pollard became our housekeeper, cook and nursemaid in
our new home on Manchester Road, near Timperley. She brought desperately
needed order and discipline to the home and family. Mother had been brought up

in her parents' large home in Birmingham with many servants who looked after
every need. She had little knowledge of running a small house or managing a
household efficiently.

Katherine, Florence Nicol, Christian, Edna Pollard, and Lena and Marjorie in
front.
Now mother began our education, and I recollect it consisted of many
games and songs. I particularly remember the four of us seated in an upturned
bench and chanting, "Here we float in our golden boat, far away, far away," as we
swayed to and fro in time to the music.
Mother was an accomplished pianist and always played us to sleep with
classical music such as Grieg's Spring Song, and many other lovely tunes.
Behind this house in Timperley were cultivated fields with drainage ditches, a
magical place to explore and discover the natural world. This flat land had once
been a 'moss' or bog. We found frog spawn, and brought it home to keep in a
glass jar until little tadpoles developed. Some even became tiny frogs.

Walks were an important part of our day, and one favorite route took us
along the towpath of the Bridgewater Canal. It was a big thrill to meet a barge,
towed by a huge draft horse. The people who lived a nomadic life on these vessels
fascinated us.
Even at this early age, we enjoyed family games such as Snakes and Ladders.
I recall my first attempt at Ludo (known as Parcheesi in North America) in the back
garden one summer day. Since I was too young to really know how to play I was
thrown out of the game!

We Move Again

Timperley and Altrincham, where we lived.

Access was becoming easier with the introduction of an electric tram that ran
between Manchester and Altrincham, and past our house on Manchester Road. We
watched, entranced, as the first gaily-decorated tram went by.
We were still too far from a school within walking distance. So again we
moved, to 28 Barrington Road so that we children could attend Miss Davies School.
This time, Edna did not come with us. Our new house was tall and narrow,
with just two rooms on each of the five floors. The bottom floor contained the
kitchen and scullery. Above this was a small room for cutlery and china, with the
dining room next to it. The third floor was rented out to a curate recommended by
the vicar of St. Alban's Church. The fourth floor contained bedrooms for mother
and us children. Above, the attic made an ideal playroom.
All went well until the curate, unfortunately, became very attentive to
mother. She complained to Reverend Tarbuck of St. Alban's, who dismissed his
curate in disgrace. This meant some other solution to the family financial problems
had to be found.
At this time, Kathleen had become very difficult for mother to manage and
after a stormy scene she was packed off to boarding school in Darley Dale. St.
Elphin's School for the daughters of Anglican clergy offered free education to
children of mothers left widowed with limited means. Kathleen was outfitted with
the standard uniform and mother took her to the school.
The twins were attending Miss Davies' School. Miss Davies Academy was far
from perfect, but the best we could afford. One of their memories is how mother
could never get them ready in time. At the end of term they were very
embarrassed to hear read out their poor attendance record of some 46 'Lates and
Absences!'
Sending the twins to St. Elphin's then made another easing in expenses.
Lena was given a free place, but it was necessary to pay a small fee for Jerry, who
could not bear to be separated from her twin. This meant the large house could be
exchanged for a much smaller one on neighbouring Greenfield Road. Mother and I
would live there with the three older ones only home during the holidays.

Summer Holidays

During the holidays one great treat was traveling on the upper deck of a
tram to Manchester. We made a game of counting how many billboards of a
product chosen by each of us could be counted. Mother took us to the Manchester
Art Gallery, where we enjoyed looking at the paintings and sculptures. Turner's
pictures and the sculpture 'Laocoon' (a man struggling with a python) were my
favourites.
Then as a special treat we had afternoon tea in the tearoom. We would visit
the 'magic' shop, where we spent our money on sulphur 'snakes', sparklers, paper
balloons and Japanese pith flowers that expanded into blooms by soaking them in
water.
While we enjoyed local walks along the canal and in the fields, we were
fortunate in receiving funds from some wealthy friends who had known our father.
The funds were set aside for a seaside holiday.
So each summer we visited resorts in North Wales – Llandudno, Colwyn Bay,
Abergele, Penrhyn Bay, Penmaenmawr and Harlech. We stayed in inexpensive
lodgings where the people were friendly and simple. Here at the seaside, we
revelled in sea bathing and paddling. We built sand castles, drained pools, and
collected shells. We learned about sea creatures we found in rock pools - tiny
crabs, limpets, lovely sea anemones, mussels and barnacles that could cut our bare
feet.
To decide where to go, we would study maps of the area. We traveled in our
imaginations while treadling mother's sewing machine to simulate the rhythm of
the train journey. Sometimes this even involved some useful sewing. On our
imaginary journeys we soon became familiar with the places and scenes we would
be seeing, remembering all the train station names as we passed.
Penrhyn Bay was memorable for the slate quarry on Little Orme Head – a
hilly peninsula opposite the house in which we were staying. From there we could
see the plume of smoke from the blasting and listen for the sound of the explosion
several seconds later. We walked to a farm for eggs and milk, where a gander
guarded the livestock. He did not frighten in the least, much to his discomfiture, as
he thrust out his neck and ran at me.
Harlech, with its ruined castle, had a fabulous sandy beach. Snowdon was
not far, but our attempt to reach the summit was foiled by a heavy mist descending
and blanketing the trail. We all enjoyed hiking to waterfalls and old castles.

During the war these outings ended, but I was fortunate in being invited by
my school chum Eileen Stiff to spend a week at Colwyn Bay. We had a wonderful
time, and the week was extended to two. Colwyn bay was memorable for a violent
thunderstorm, with rain rushing down the roads to the seashore.
This was my first experience of living with a family complete with a father.
Lena recalled the field of cowslips on the Great Ormes Head at Llandudno. It
is no longer there, except for one small patch near a school, where they are
treasured as an endangered species.
I remember the little island at Penrhyndaedreth, accessible only at low tide,
and singing part songs as we explored the byways of Holyhead Island.

School Days
Now enrolled at Miss Davies' School, two significant experiences stand out
in my memory. The first was a lesson in honesty, which was well rubbed in by my
fellow students. A group of us after school had been in the habit of throwing
stones at a gang of boys on their way home from a nearby Council School. These
boys always taunted us as they ran past.
One day mother, coming to meet me, saw this happen and reported it to
Miss Davies. I denied that I had planned to throw a stone, so escaped punishment.
But the other culprits dealt me the best possible lesson by sending me to
'Coventry' for a week. (To send someone to Coventry is an English
idiom meaning to deliberately ostracise someone. Typically, this is done by not
talking to them, avoiding someone's company and generally pretending that they
no longer exist.)
When the week was over, I was very relieved and much wiser. I was
reinstated in playground fun, my lesson well learned.
Being chosen to sing a solo at the Christmas Concert was a much happier
event. I was proudly dressed as a chrysanthemum, in an effective crepe paper
costume that mother made. While singing, I was never nervous. Mother managed
to pay for me to have singing lessons for a year, which I enjoyed and which helped
me in the choir and choral society, but I never did develop a true solo voice.
At this school I quickly learned to read and I absorbed the basic elements of
Geography. At home, our Grandfather English who was a printer and publisher in

Birmingham supplemented our education. He sent us, and eventually and bound,
eight volumes of the Children's Encyclopaedia, written by Arthur Mees. While I
neglected the sections on literature, poetry and history, I loved the puzzles and
quiz pages, working out innumerable math problems and checking the answers in
the next monthly issue. I also enjoyed the geography pages and illustrated section
of 'How Things are Made', and tried making many of them. Surely this was a
wonderful gift for any family.
Since early childhood mother had taken us on walks – along the towpath of
the canal and through the fields behind our house. With this background we all
participated in sports at school. I first learned simple gymnastics in the wellequipped gym in the high school. Soon I was climbing the rope, swinging on the
bars and balancing on a low beam. Vaulting on the horse was fun.
As the smallest competitor in a competition for a Swedish 'ling' medal, I led
the exercises, but did not win the medal. During the summer, seniors played tennis
on the two grass courts in front of the school. On the rear lawn, cricket was played,
and here as well was the inevitable Sports Day. I participated unsuccessfully

St. Elphin's
While I led my school life in Altrincham, Lena, Jerry and Kathleen had a very
different experience at St. Elphin's. Lena remembers terrible homesickness the first
night.
Jerry's reminisces follow:
We were popular and happy at school, good at games and studies alike.
Despite our youth we were never bullied or treated harshly and we accepted the
strict discipline, probably realizing that firmness gave security and protection in
contrast to the lack of discipline at home.
At home we revelled in the complete lack of order during the holidays. We
got up when we decided to, would read at meals, and were strangely oblivious of
mother's feelings, doing little housework. Paperback books littered the bedroom
and bathroom. We only recognized the untidiness when visitors arrived and then
were embarrassed.

There was an atmosphere of lateness for church and other events, even
though we disliked appearing conspicuous. The self-consciousness common to the
Nicol family led to a limited existence and few friends. We were included in lovely
tea parties at the homes of mother's good friends who understood our poverty. We
never resented this, but accepted their friendship without envy.
We enjoyed various games, such as croquet and cricket and all kinds of card
games, word games and others indoors. We learned to play Bridge at an early age,
and also Rush, Spinarti, Old Maid and others. The games Word Making and Word
Taking were fun, and probably the forerunner of Scrabble. You built letters into
words in front of you that could be taken by others by changing or adding a letter.
The Timperley sisters had one of the first gramophones with recordings of
'The Whistler and his Dog' and Sousa marches. These were on tubular cylinders
and the machine had a large trumpet, echoing the trademark on the Victrola. They
lived in a fascinating house that had unexpected steps and rooms. We learned that
the house had once been an inn.
Our cousins Sydney and Dorothy Watton lived near enough to visit
occasionally. They were great friends, and Sydney joined us in our games of cricket
in the field behind our house. Sydney's presence stopped the jeering we had
suffered from neighbouring small boys. I treasured the old bat Syd gave us for a
long time.
They took us to the White City Amusement Park near Manchester and
treated us to trips on the water chute and scenic railway, which we never could
have afforded otherwise.

Mother and I Alone
After the three older girls were installed at St. Elphin's, my mother and I
were alone in the small house on Greenvale Road. With more time, but less money,
mother turned her artistic talent to practical use and profit. She enrolled in a course
in making artificial flowers, and soon mastered this art. She made nosegays of
violets to be pinned to the lapels of a coat.
I was drawn in to help by shaping the petals of each flower by pressing them
with a hot iron tipped tool, three petals in and two out, on a soft pad. I then wound

the stem wires with strips of green tissue paper while she assembled the flowers
with stamens and backed the bunch with green leaves. These sold well.
She also made delicate sprays of flowers to be worn on an evening dress,
utilizing leftover scraps of the dress material. They were individually made and
exceptionally artistic. She received a good price for them. As she worked, bits and
pieces were strewn all over the table and floor.
So, with mother's earnings, no servant wages and a smaller house, our
financial problems were somewhat relieved. At the same time, my own interest in
crafts was aroused. I made little dolls from ends of yarn and little men from acorns
fallen from the trees. These I sold at school to help raise funds for the local Red
Cross war efforts.
I discovered the public library at this time, borrowing adventure stories and
the science fiction of Jules Verne and Rider Haggard. I also became enthralled with
astronomy and Egyptian history, both interests still with me to this day.
Once my three older sisters were at St. Elphin's School, mother enrolled me
in a Sunday School at St. Alban's Church. I did enjoy the Bible stories, but when we
were asked to memorize a lot of verses, I rebelled. I found this memorizing very
difficult.
Mother didn't force me to continue, and instead of the stuffy church
basement we had lovely walks in the local park. Sometimes on sunny warm days we
walked the seven miles across Seamon's Moss to Partington to visit my father's
grave. Afterwards we would have a cup of tea at the Pollard family home. This was
the brother of Edna, our one-time nurse and housekeeper. Their small son, who
had long golden curls like a girl, at the age of four, fascinated me.
When we moved to St. Mark's Avenue, I attended St. Margaret's Church. The
Rev. Hewlett Johnson was the vicar. He later became known as the 'Red dean'
because of his socialist views. He prepared me for Confirmation while talking at
length about his concern for the working class. (He was later appointed Dean of
Manchester Cathedral).
After my first Communion service, I rejected the idea of trans-substantiation
and no longer attended Communion services. I usually attended the Evensong
service, often followed by an organ recital and choir singing. I relished the lovely
classical religious music and the all male choir where the soaring soprano voices of
the boys were so effectively set off against the basses and baritones of the men.

Home Life and Girl Guides
Home life for mother and me was very isolated during term time. Our chief
entertainment was playing cards with Emmy Johnston and other friends of my
mother. I would make a fourth player after scrimping through my homework, and
so learned to play bridge long before the advent of contract. Sometimes on our
way home, we would encounter the lamplighter whose job it was to light the gas
lamps along the sidewalks with his long pole.
However, when we moved to still another house on St. Mark's Avenue, this
took us further from mother's friends and our social evenings ceased. This house
had a large garden at the back for vegetables, and space in front for flowers. Many
people dug up their lawns to grow potatoes, as it was wartime.
An accident of far reaching consequences occurred at this time.
I was crossing the field behind our house to ask for a turn on a neighbour's
swing. Two young boys were playing, and the younger boy threw a screwdriver,
severely cutting the other just below his eyes. He later lost his sight from this. Not
knowing I could help, I turned back home. Miss Howes-Smith learned of the mishap
and she grilled me as to why I had done nothing to intervene. I pleaded ignorance
of what I could have done to help.
This led to the introduction of a class in First Aid, and the formation of a Girl
Guide Company within the school. Our popular gym teacher, Dorothy Jacques, was
given the responsibility of organizing the guides.
A camp at Edale in the Pennines was one of the first activities of our troop.
An empty school building was rented for our accommodation, since we had no
camping equipment. There we hiked and explored the rolling hills of this area. We
named the camp 'Ixiome' after the ship's biscuits we ate in place of bread. These
hard rounds required a lot of chewing! We returned home full of energy after this
happy holiday.
At this camp, Fanny Waterhouse and I had brought along a tent that we had
made from instructions in the 'Scout'. We made it from sacking and laboriously
waterproofed it from a special formula. We tried it out, but it proved a dismal
failure, as the material was too coarse and allowed the rain through. We had to
return to the schoolroom to dry out our bedding. The week ended too soon, but it
was a memorable first camp.

I always enjoyed dancing. At school we learned simple folk dances in the
ten-minute morning break. I worked hard for my Dancer Badge at Guides, and
performed the Highland Fling at a moneymaking fete, suitably attired in a kilt.
Many years later I could still perform this for my children (Nicki's aside – I
remember mom teaching us this dance!)
Every Friday we were asked to bring flowers and fruit that were donated to
the local Red Cross Hospitals. One of these hospitals was near the school, and the
Guides took turns in helping by sorting the dirty laundry each week. It was pathetic
to see many amputees in wheelchairs or on crutches enjoying the sunshine in the
once well-cared-for garden of the mansion that was taken over by the Red Cross.
I became an enthusiastic guide. I had read a lot about the Scout movement
in the 'Scout'. One of the contributions by the chief scout, Sir Robert Baden-Powell,
stated that he always slept with his feet out of the end of his bed. I don't know if
this was to harden them, but I tried it and the only result was cold feet!
At first, Agnes Baden-Powell, sister of the Chief Scout, headed the Guide
movement. After Sir Robert met and married his wife, she became the Chief Guide.
The courtship aboard ship was apparently the result of his observance of the
proper manner of her walk – feet placed straight ahead!
Miss Alice Behrens of Bowdon, near Altrincham, enrolled us in Guides. She
was a friend of the Chief Guide. Later when we had our uniforms and were
attending a church parade at St. Margaret's, I was thrilled when the Chief Guide
spoke briefly to me.

Learning to Swim
My first swimming lessons were individual lessons, paid for by mother. She
hoped learning to swim would enable me to avoid accidents such as she and my
father had experienced. Their boat had almost capsized while on holiday in the
Lake District, and she was unable to swim.
In our local pool, the instructor would allow me to jump in at the deep end,
pulling me to the steps with a rope around my waist. I jumped with vigour and
enjoyment, until one time the rope broke. As I felt the supporting loop slide down

my body, I panicked. The instructor jumped in immediately and towed me safely to
the steps. Thoroughly frightened, I refused to continue lessons.
A few years later when I attended the new high school, swimming was
compulsory. Fortunately I had the same swim instructor, who helped me patiently.
It took three years before I overcame my fear and successfully swam across the
pool. After that success, I progressed famously, and successfully passed the tests
for the Bronze Medallion. It took three tries for me to retrieve a brick from the deep
end, though, and I still dislike swimming under water.

A.C.H.S
In 1910 education in England took a step forward. Each county became
responsible for operating high schools, in addition to the traditional Public
Elementary Schools. A small tuition fee was charged, and courses of study world
lead up to a School Leaving Certificate or Matriculation, required by the colleges.
Early in 1911 I was enrolled in the Altrincham County High School for Girls. I
was nine years old. I had to take the tram to the foot of the hill in Altrincham and
walk up to the school. At first I stayed at noon for the school lunch, but later began
to take a sandwich with my favourite Maltwheat bread. Shortly after this I learned
to ride my mother's bicycle, modernized with a back-pedal brake instead of the
old-fashioned fixed wheel. I rode this bike to school, and subsequently at college
until it almost fell to pieces.
Everything was new and bigger than the little private school of Miss Davies.
Everyone was required to wear the uniform of dark green tunic and white blouse.
Hair had to be braided or tied back.
An old mansion had been added to and made into classrooms. A wall and
lovely grounds surrounded it. In front were tennis courts, and to the rear a playing
field. A brand new gymnasium and an asphalt playground were located on one
side.
From the first I found the new school somewhat intimidating, and I became
tongue-tied when suddenly asked history questions by the headmistress, Miss
Howes-Smith. I was quite frightened of her. She had been a special history
instructor to the Princess Royal, never letting it be forgotten, and was highly
thought of by the Royal Family.

She was an excellent organizer, but had the fault of failing to delegate
responsibilities, which eventually led to a nervous breakdown. She was modern in
her views and organized a number of unusual events.

One was a Chaucer Pageant, when I was selected to act as Chaucer, leading
the outdoor procession of the Canterbury Pilgrims, some of them on horseback.
Fortunately, I had no speaking part.
In 1915 a Medieval Fair was held to raise money for the WW 1 war effort.
Stalls spread over the grass at the rear of the school. Every student and teachers
was dressed in medieval garb as monks, knights, abbesses and courtiers. Stalls
offered useful items and a 'Tabard Inn' dispensed lemonade and ice cream for the
visitors. There was a maypole and plays about Robin Hood. The money raised went
to the Star and Garter home for Totally Disabled Soldiers.
The Pilgrim's Progress was another presentation in 1918, in which, as John
Bunyan, I sat at the side of the stage during the performance and recited extracts
from the book to explain the action onstage. I had a hard time memorizing my lines
and omitted several sentences during one performance – fortunately not too
noticeable to the audience! I had been disappointed when I was unable to join the
choir on the balcony, but sang along anyway.
Shortly after my first year at this school, I was successful in winning
scholarships, which paid my tuition for the rest of my schooling. ACHS prospered
under the guidance of Miss Howes-Smith, and gained a reputation in Academics
and the Arts. There were visiting teachers for singing and art and a domestic
science instructor for elementary cooking and sewing.
As I advanced to the upper grades, there was Latin to tackle. This proved a
nightmare for me. My faulty memory made a shambles of my translation efforts,
and I was further mocked by the fact that my uncle, James C. Nicol, a brilliant
classical scholar, edited one of our texts.
As I entered by senior year (Upper 6th) and as Head Girl, my future had to be
considered. Few careers were open to women – basically teaching or nursing -and
teaching seemed the best choice for me. It was in the family and would mean
university training. Mother suggested I could attend Manchester University and
train to be an accountant while still living at home and commuting daily by train.
This did not appeal to me, as I longed for the opportunity to study away
from home. I thought it should be my turn, since all my sisters had all attended
school away from home. I wanted to finish my studies in a different world than the
one I'd always known.

Miss Howes-Smith learned of my rejection of the plan to attend Manchester
University – no doubt suggested to mother by her because of my mathematical
ability! She sent an urgent message to me to come and discuss this. I did not
respond at first, and she followed up with a telegram. I couldn't ignore this, so a
stormy interview followed, in which I voiced my determination to become a teacher
and study away from home. Lena had come with me, and reminded me that when I
came out of the headmistress' study, I was almost in tears.
Eventually Miss Howes-Smith realised I would not be dissuaded, even
though she had threatened to withhold the school scholarship if I went to Royal
Holloway instead of Manchester. In the end she allowed it, and suggested I contact
a former student who had won a scholarship to Royal Holloway College near
London.
Marjorie Downes was her name, and she helped me with the college
address. I obtained the necessary information regarding the qualifications and
particulars of how to write for their entrance examinations. First, however, I must
obtain my London Matriculation.
A former student of ACHS, Marjorie had won a scholarship at the Royal
Holloway College, and passed her BA in History with Honours. I decided to go talk
to her. I found her description of the college appealing, and also found out there
were several scholarships and bursaries provided by the endowment. So I initiated
enquiries.
First step would be to pass the London Matriculation exams before trying for
a scholarship, so that meant further studies and another year at school. The school
had revised the curriculum to provide a basic education in the Humanities, and
there was a problem with my scientific bent.
However, I could write the matriculation in Mathematics, Applied
Mathematics, English, Physics and French. The headmistress surprised me by
arranging necessary instruction by her staff. Some of it was one-to-one, but I had to
attend regular classes in Physics at the local Boys High School, along with another
girl from a neighbouring school.
Because this took some time to arrange, I was late starting physics. I began
to enjoy this subject, and managed to pass the first tests. The boys in the class
fooled around, so did no better than the other girl and I. The other girl headed the
class, which made the boys start to smarten up.

Despite my year at the boy's school I was still too shy to even speak to any
of the boys. I must admit I had a mild crush on one good-looking boy, but I don't
remember speaking a word to him. Sometimes I stayed to watch a football or
cricket game when the Physics class ended.
Meanwhile, Kathleen had a year at Oxford, and was already teaching. Lena
had taken training in Kindergarten education and was hired as an assistant to the
Kindergarten teacher in Altrincham.
Jerry was taking teacher training and her degree in Classics at Bedford
College in London, part of a new government plan that covered all expenses
provided she promised to teach after the course was completed. She would study
there until she obtained her BA, receive a year of teacher training and then be fully
qualified to teach in an approved Government High School. Since we had moved
to Eltham, in South London, she could live at home.
So the way was open for me to leave home if I could win a scholarship. My
special coaching paid off, and I obtained the needed London Matriculation in
Manchester. I traveled to Royal Holloway College for the scholarship exams, which
were quite stiff. I did not get one of the scholarships so generously provided by the
huge estate of Holloway Pills and Ointments, but I was awarded a Bursary, thanks
to my mastery of Applied Mathematics. Along with the School Scholarship of 200
pounds, I was able to finance my first year.
My last school year ended with the First World War, with church bells ringing
on November 11th, 1918. School was dismissed, and out Girl Guides were a part of
the Victory Parade in Manchester.
Rationing gradually relaxed, but there were more significant changes. Of a
whole generation of promising young men there remained only a few. Many of
those were often crippled in both mind and body. These were the men who would
normally become the husbands of the girls of our generation. Among the casualties
of war was our cousin, Brendon Powers, son of my father's only sister and twin to
their daughter Dorothy.

Lena and Marjorie, at age 21.

College 1921 - 1924
Most of my college years were spent in rooms on the East Ground Floor of
Holloway College. Students occupied a quarter of this floor, another quarter
accommodated the Physics Department, and workshops and storerooms took up the
remaining half.
Each of the six students who resided here had a bedroom and study. The study
was equipped with a large kneehole desk with drawers on each side and surrounded
by shelves, a small table, a desk chair and a carpet. A coal fire provided the heat, with
a daily allowance of coal that barely lasted for one evening. A single 25-watt light
provided the only lighting, and since the college had its own generator, we were
forbidden to exchange the bulb for a brighter one. The bedroom contained a bed,
wardrobe, dressing table, washstand and a rug. Any bedroom heat seeped in from the
corridor, which was heated by radiators. The beds were quite large, and comfortable.

At 7:30 each morning a maid brought in a can of hot water, and at 8:00am the
bell was rung for compulsory attendance at chapel. Only three absences per term were
allowed! Breakfast was served at 8:15, lunch at 1:00pm and dinner at 8:15pm. In
addition, a large roll and butter was placed in each study for tea at 4:00pm, when
students made their own tea and provided any extras.

Royal Holloway College, London
Dinners were a formal occasion for which students were expected to dress.
Everyone assembled in two long lines in the Library when the bell was rung. The
Principal, with her partner - either a guest or a student - led the procession through the
two lines and along the East corridor to the Dining Room, followed by the staff with
their student partners and then the rest of the students. When all were assembled, a
Latin Grace was said, and dinner served by butlers and maids. After dinner, staff and
students returned to their own rooms for coffee. Milk was provided in pantries on each
floor, and students could make their own hot drinks if they wished.
After dinner, by 8:30, studies and work resumed until 10:30, when lights in
public rooms were put out.
East Ground Floor was very cold and drafts, as it had four doors to the outside,
which were opened frequently. The Physics labs were curtained off, and the workshops

separated from the students rooms by a door. College gates were locked by 10:30 at
night, and permission to stay out later had to be obtained. There were places where
the college walls could be scaled, and a late student might be let in through a ground
floor window! Students had to obtain permission to receive visitors, and a chaperone
must be provided for a male visitor other than a father or brother.
Noise in the corridors was not allowed, and if it occurred and bothered others,
the culprits had to apologize before the other students and staff the next day. Most of
the staff lived in college with the exception of four male professors, who occupied
houses nearby.
We had no radio, and TV was far in the future. Every Sunday evening the staff,
students and guests enjoyed musical entertainment - playing or songs - in the Music
Gallery. We were able to join various societies and clubs, either religious, charitable or
connected with academic studies. Second year students always produced a play or
opera, often Gilbert & Sullivan. First year students were also expected to perform some
kind of entertainment.
Sports we enjoyed were grass hockey, netball, tennis, gymnastics, folk dancing,
swimming in the college pool, punting and sculling on the Thames river. Nearby
Windsor Park was a favourite place for pleasant walks, as were the 83 acres of the wellkept college grounds and gardens. Most students had bicycles, but none had cars.

Music at College
Mother somehow managed to afford singing lessons for me for a year. I enjoyed
the lessons, and sang in the choir and Choral Society. The college library contained a
valuable collection of Elizabethan music, which had been gathered by the first College
Organist, Dr. Raymond. Our choral group tried out some of the many rounds in this
collection, some of which were very tricky. Much later when I was in Calgary I
succeeded in teaching some of the 12th Guide Company to sing one of these rounds.
We entered a musical competition, and almost won the top award.
The Sunday evening musical entertainment included performers on various
instruments, choral singing and even a small orchestra. For a pleasant hour we would
lay or sit around on the floor. In my second year, we put on the play Caesar and
Cleopatra, directed b staff. For the play I made a large black and white drawing as the

backdrop. The lovers sat at the foot of this in semi-darkness. I also made some wall
paintings of Egyptian figures in their quaint sideways poses.
The organist, Miss Barker, arranged an act taken from the opera 'Diocletian', in
which I sang a solo as a love-sick faun, and joined in a folk dance. Mother was able to
attend, and proudly enjoyed the performance despite her growing deafness. The choir
performed Handel's Messiah Christmas Oratorio. I sang two solos, in one of which I
reached a high B-flat, thanks to the excellent acoustics of the chapel. I had been an
active member of the choir since my first year, and in my third year I became choir
leader. On the other side, Marjorie Minster led the altos, and continued singing in
choirs for many years. As Christmas neared we would sing carols under the windows of
nearby homes, soliciting funds for charities.
Each Sunday a minister from one of the many religious denominations gave the
sermon. It was because one of them spoke of social needs of many isolated farm
families living on the prairies of Canada that I first was inspired with the idea of
emigrating.

Levenses
Levenses - a loose group of varying numbers and from different faculties - met
each morning at eleven o'clock in the study of one or another of the members. As our
third year approached, the majority would be graduating, and the group would be
dissolved. We decided to keep in touch, not by individual letters, but by means of a
circular letter. Nora Allen, as the first on the alphabetical list, was to write first and sent
it on to the next, and so on until the last person would send it to the first, making a
complete round.
Then the first would remove her original letter and insert a new one, and keep
the sequence going. This remarkable document, begun in 1924, was still in circulation
in 1984, when just 8 of the original writers remained. Surely a record! Through the
years the letters and photos of members, their families and children, has been
fascinating, and has been read by many children of the original group.
As finals were looming on the horizon, I realized I must work very hard if I was to
pass. Fortunately, a student in our faculty, Jessie Bateman, came to my rescue. She
drilled me in the many essential equations that had to be memorized, and I was

extremely grateful for her help. Thanks to her I managed to scrape through with a Third
class degree in Maths, with Honours. Jesse was the daughter of an Anglican minister in
the slums of East London. I once visited her family there.
When I got the results in the summer, I remember the ceremony at which we
received our diplomas in Albert Hall. We proudly walked about in the streets of London
in our caps and gowns. I received my yellow-lined hood, and was at last a graduate of
the University of London!

Job Hunting
Before leaving college I had asked the principal for a reference. The letter she
wrote implied a doubt that I would graduate successfully, so was not helpful.
Discouraged, I returned home with little to do and no money of my own. This was the
first year of the Wembley Exhibition, and I wanted to see it. Mother gave me the train
fare (a half crown), and I met one of my former teachers there. Since I could not afford
any of the pavilions that had an entry charge, we sought all the free displays. I
remember sitting in the darkness of the Canadian building and being thrilled by a vivid
film of a cross-Canada trip on the CPR. This further boosted my determined thoughts
of emigration in the future. But first I must gain some experience in teaching.
I registered with an employment agency in London and wad given a few leads.
My first interview was in a typical smoke-grimed city in the Midlands. Uncle Harry met
me with his car. He was scandalized at the shabby suitcase I carried, and promptly
replaced it with a genuine leather case.
However I did not get the job. Probably my obvious nervousness, my lack of
experience and youthful appearance were responsible for my failure. I felt little regret
because the Black Country surroundings were unattractive indeed! I now listed my
application for a job in a private or boarding school rather than a government operated
school. The next school I could apply for was in the rolling green hills of Sussex. But the
Principal told me "You look younger than my senior students" - again that handicap
surfaced.
Desperate, I tried another opening, not even considering the meagre salary
offered. At last I was accepted.

West Byfleet
The West Byfleet school was operated on a special program designed so
parents could teach their own children when they lived in isolated places. Teachers
received special text books and training in teaching methods. However, for the
mathematics and science I was to teach, my degree was adequate. I had obtained a
confirmed Third Class degree.
There were a few boarders at the school whose parents were in India, as well as
a number of day students. I lived at the school and shared supervision of the boarders
with other teachers. I also taught physical exercises and games.
The classes were small, mainly in the junior grades. With the use of excellent text
books, I found the teaching easy. Games for the younger children were simple, such as
dodgeball. With the older students, we tried lacrosse, but there were barely enough to
make up a team, even with my participation.
On weekends when I was free of supervisory duties I cycled to my old college
where my friend Rhoda Moss was taking her fourth year for a Chemistry degree. I also
kept in touch with Girl Guides at Egham, and in the summer I was asked to act as
Quartermaster for a group camp at Bexhill in Sussex. Each company drew up their own
menu and supply list, most of which was supplied by local merchants. Sometimes there
would be a delivery delay, and the Commissioner would drive to deal with the
problem. We had to hand crank the starter each time - quite a job in the days when self
starters hadn't been invented.
My assistant was Nesta Seth-Smith from Egham. We were dubbed St. George
and the Dragon - she was rather homely! We made plans for a summer holiday in
Switzerland. I managed to save enough for the two-week holiday in Interlaken.
First of all there was the thrill of setting off from London on the boat train, then
seeing Dover's white cliffs receding as we crossed the English Channel by ferry. Then
we took a night train journey through France, and woke up after a restless night in
Berne, where we enjoyed a continental breakfast. A few hours later we arrived in
Interlaken, were we were welcomed at a small "Pension' and given a cosy room with a
bird's eye view of the town and mountains.
Soon we were exploring the town with its fascinating shops, cafes, and lovely
flower gardens, including a flower clock. We walked up the Little Schiedeg and

enjoyed the magnificent view of Jungfrau. We took a trip to the Lauterbrunen valley,
where we crossed the tongue of a glacier roped to a Swiss Guide.
We reached the summit by funicular railway, where I fainted - for the first time in
my life - because of the sudden altitude change. A cup of tea quickly revived me.
We took a lake boat to view the gorge at Meirengen, a truly spectacular chasm
with the rising river far below. When our funds ran out we walked around the lake to
Thun and back - some thirty miles! Most of all we loved the countryside with its forms
and chalets, cows and goats. We had the time of our lives!

Chris, early 20’s
The wealthy residents of West Byfield usually did not include school teachers in
their social life. However a distant cousin lived there, and asked me to substitute in and
replace one of her bridge guests who had dropped out at the last minute. Somewhat

nervous about my ability, I experienced phenomenal luck, making a grand slam in no
trumps. I came away from the evening with some extra pocket money!
In the spring the school was closed because of a measles outbreak. As I'd never
had measles I was sent home for the quarantine period, and then developed this child
disease. I had been on bathing duty and one of the pupils I'd supervised there broke
out in spots the following morning. As an adult, I became very sick. Mother nursed me
through the siege, but I was very weak when I recovered. It left me prone to colds
when I finally went back to work.
The following summer I helped run a guide camp at Bexhill-On-Sea along with
the guides from Egham. We camped in a farmer's field and I supervised the sea
bathing, but still felt the sea breezes chilly. The holiday helped me regain my strength.
The following winter a class in Eurythmic Dance was formed, and I was asked to
make up the numbers required by the special teacher from London. We took part in a
demonstration dressed in Greek tunics, accompanied by classical music. One dance
represented the advancing sea tide and another the stiff walk of Egyptians in frescoes.
The expanse of bare leg we displayed was the source of much comment!

Preparations to Emigrate
I realized this small school had little to offer me for the future. I needed to be
teaching more advanced subjects. It was time for a change. My dream of emigrating to
Canada had not been forgotten, and with the encouragement of the school matron,
Dorothy Bussell, I set out to achieve my ambition.
First I made enquiries at Canada House in London, only to be told, "We don't
need any teachers from England in Canada." Prejudice against the British still existed
in Canada. However I was so insistent that I wished to emigrate I was referred to the
Society for Overseas Settlement of Women. I was put in touch with a Miss Faithful, who
was looking for a teacher for a school in Calgary. By now I was more confident of my
ability to teach, and my qualifications and experience fitted the job.
I was appointed! I was on my way!
I gave my notice at Byfleet and at Easter returned home. The family now lived in
Hythe, Kent, near where Jerry was teaching in Ashford. The house was a high narrow
building on the sea front and had once been a boarding house. In gales and high tides

the sea would wash across the promenade almost to the kitchen in the basement. It
was very inconvenient in many ways, but sea bathing was good in spite of the shingle
beach.

Last Days in England
The twins, Lena and Jerry, arrived home for the holidays, and together we
explored the nearby countryside. We enjoyed the little model railway leading to
Dungeness, the strange gravel promontory deposited by the opposing tides from the
North Sea snd the Atlantic which converged at this point. The remains of a Roman
fortification clung to the slopes above Hythe. Other Roman remains were located at
Lympne. At intervals along the coast Martello towers stood - defences built during the
threat of invasion by Napoleon.
To the west lay Romney Marsh, drained by sheep farmers with a system of
ditches. Folkestone was to the east, or nearest large centre for shopping, and a
flourishing summer resort. At the foot of the chalk cliffs we could pick up fossil
ammonites, eroded by the high tides.
I spent the summer at home, with Mother, Lena and Jerry. We often walked to
the lighthouse at the tip of Dungeness and picked the salt resistant sea plants. It was
easier to traverse the gravel with the aid of a kind of wood snowshoe.
With everything packed in my old brown trunk, one suitcase and a box of books,
at last I was ready for the big adventure. Mother said goodbye tearfully, saying "I'll
never see you again." It proved to be true.
My last night in England was spent at the home of Dorothy Bussell in Liverpool.
She saw me on board the Minnedosa the next day, and promised to follow me as soon
as she could.

The Voyage
Arrangements had been made for my passage to Canada on the SS Minnedosa.
At the age of 24, shortly after my birthday, I boarded the ship. Although the voyage
was tedious, I did not suffer from seasickness, and enjoyed the meals.

Since I was in the third class quarters on the lower part of the vessel, I spent as
much time as possible on the deck. I made friends with another girl traveling alone on
her way to stay with her uncle, a minister in Regina. After six days we saw seabirds and
our first icebergs and were soon sailing up the St. Lawrence where the shores were first
wooded and then bordered by the narrow strips of Quebec farms.
We docked in Montreal on August 28, 1927.
After customs, I was met by one of the representatives of the Society for
Overseas Settlement of Women and sent on my way to Calgary, via Colonist Coach
class on the Canadian Pacific Railway. I was able to share a seat in first class with my
new acquaintance from the ship, and the conductor turned a blind eye! On the train
the countryside was interesting at first, as we crossed Ontario. Soon came the endless
lakes and rocky hills of the Canadian Shield with its monotonous repetition.
We paused at Winnipeg for a change of locomotives, then began the open
prairies, vast and empty, studded with a few lonely farms and small settlements on the
distant horizon. At Regina my shipboard friend was met by her uncle and I was alone
again. Another day brought me to Calgary where I was met by Bertha Watson, the

school housekeeper-matron and whisked away to meet her family and a welcome cup
of tea. Then she took me to the school and I was shown to my own attic room.

St. Hilda's School
The next day I met the Principal of St. Hilda's School. Dorothy Cleveland was a
plump motherly person, often trailed by her cocker spaniel. She showed me the
classrooms and my classes and duties were outlined.

St. Hilda’s School ( photo from 1950’s)
My comfortable attic bedroom faced north. The second floor held dormitories,
and the first floor the classrooms. At the back was the kitchen, and on the west side the
dining room and Principal's study. A small science lab was located at the east end.
The school was experiencing an increase in enrolment and was taken over by a
group of businessmen from the Church of England administration. They purchased a
house behind the original building, and added an annex behind it to accommodate
new classrooms and bedrooms for the older boarders.

One by one the resident staff members returned from their holidays. They took
me in hand, showing me the shops. We were a very congenial group. The boarders,
mostly from distant farms and ranches came, and soon teaching was in full swing.
Everything went smoothly at first.
I now had to teach chemistry to one of the senior students. Not having taken
this subject at college, I had to cram the basics to keep ahead of my pupil, and we had
an accident while making oxygen. I cautioned her to wait to test the gas until it had
been bubbling through the water for some time, but in her eagerness she touched the
outlet with a lighted match, resulting in an explosion!
Glass flew all over, and one sliver sliced across my left eye. The school matron,
Bertha Watson, took over, and when I got over the initial shock she took me to the
doctor. He said I was very fortunate not to have lost the sight of that eye. Gradually my
sight returned, although I had double vision for some time.
The original building had a fire escape from the second floor dormitories, and
one dark night one of the boarders sneaked out the window and down it to visit her
boyfriend from Mt. Royal College. She was expelled.
In winter a small skating rink was made on the lawn below this window. As a
novice on ice, I was trying out my skates one night. I spent most of my time on my rear
end, much to the delight of the boarders who were watching from their dormitory
windows.

Introduction to the Mountains
Ethel Watts (Wattie), who became a dear friend, was a cub scout leader and I
was drawn into her pack as a helper. Through her I met Leslie Sara, the scoutmaster
and his wife, Dorothy, and daughter Jocelyn. They were very hospitable despite their
limited means and I was soon a visitor at their cosy home on a curve of the Elbow river.
In summer we bathed in a deep hole out of the current. Their garden had been left in
its natural state and among the trees Leslie had built a small cabin for his daughter.
Leslie had contracted 'Trench Foot' while serving in World War 1, and his activity
was limited. He had made a career of writing, mostly nature articles for the Calgary
Herald. With the financial help of parents and friends he had spearheaded the
construction of a scout hall nearby where the Wolf Cubs met each week.

Dorothy introduced me to a group of people who hiked on Sundays to various
places around Calgary. With this group I was introduced to the mountains, and we
spent many outings, some of which I remember vividly. The 'caves' near Bowness was
one. Several were members of the Calgary Branch of the Alpine Club of Canada.
Among them was Aleck Calhoun, head of the Calgary Public Library. He would bring
along one of their newest book acquisitions aloud after we had eaten our lunch. The
men cooked the food and each person provided one item for the menu. The women
washed the dished.
On one early expedition we drove to Canmore where Lawrence Grassi, an
Italian-Swiss who worked in the coal mine there, greeted us. He led us up a trail he had
cleared to some small lakes above the little town, since called Grassi Lakes. We
enjoyed the spectacular view across the Bow valley. One of the lakes still remains
tucked away below the new road that leads to the Spray Lakes and follows the power
line through the pass. Grassi was well known as a fine climber and lived to a good age.
In his will he left his savings to be used for the construction of an Alpine hut.
Another memorable trip was to Hill Meadows on a May 24th weekend. We had
hoped to climb in the Sawback Range, but the snow conditions forced us to change
our plans. Instead we hiked at the foot of this range and came out into the valley at
Johnston Canyon, walking back to our tents along the old highway (now Hwy 1). The
next day we scrambled up to the Hole in the Wall, and as we walked through the
budding aspens collected a murder of wood ticks!
We had to retire to our tents and rid ourselves of these unwelcome pests. This
place had an atmosphere of magic, and I recall racing around the camp circle so fast
that I seemed suspended on air. I experienced this same out-of-the-world experience
years later at Mount Assiniboine.

Summer of 1929
The 112th Guide camp was held at Ghost Lake, on the hillside above the dam
which provided Calgary's power. It was barren and we had trouble finding wood for
campfires. We swam in the lake and explored the surrounding hills.
Then I was off to the coast with the Harrises in their car, camping along the way.
From Macleod we turned west to traverse the Crow's Nest Pass, through Cranbrook to

the border at Kingsgate. We found a delightful meadow by the Movie river for our first
camp; then south to Spokane. West of Spokane we traveled through the dry belt with
its sage brush and cactus. We visited the Dry Falls and drove across the searing desert
expanse where now the nuclear plant of Richland stands.
We were hot, tired and very dry when we reached Wenatchee, where we cooled
off in a swimming pool. Then on we went, through orchards irrigated by the river water.
We crossed the Coast range over Snowqualmie Pass, bypassed Seattle and onward up
the coast to Vancouver.
For the second time I took the boat to Ocean Falls to visit Uncle Herbert and
family, but it was a very different holiday. It rained incessantly, confining us indoors
most of the time. I had not realized this was one of the wettest places on the coast, or
that the previous year when I first visited it had been exceptionally fine.
Jobs were being eliminated as the depression deepened. Bored and
discouraged, I cut my visit short and caught the steamer back to Vancouver. I returned
to a Calgary deep in the grip of the depression. The oil boom of the twenties had
slumped, leaving many speculators bankrupt.

1930-32 – Exploring the Mountains
It was on one of our Sunday outings in 1930 that I first met Fred. Rita Rushworth,
whom he had guided up Mt. Victoria that summer, introduced him. He was on the
cooking staff at Chateau Lake Louise and she was a waitress. All his spare time was
spent in climbing. He had joined the staff at the Palliser Hotel in order to learn cooking,
and was one of the chefs who were sent to Lake Louise for the summer season. We had
both come to Canada in 1927.
Rita resented our friendship, but Fred told me he could never be seriously
interested in her as her father was a wealthy and prominent businessman in Calgary.
Fred and I continued to go out together.
I left St. Hilda's, unhappy with the new principal, Miss McDonald. Unfortunately I
did not realize the seriousness of the situation and enrolled in a business course at
Garbutt's College. After successfully passing many subjects including typing, shorthand
filing and bookkeeping, much of it useful when I started my bookstore many years.
Later.

I began to look for a job. After sever abortive tries I was forced to accept a five
dollar a week employment doing the bookkeeping with a Mr. French, organizer for the
Glencoe Club. He paid me out of his own salary. I hoped it would lead to a permanent
position when the club opened. However I was disappointed as the President, a
prominent Catholic lawyer, passed me over for one of his religion.
After a lean time I heard of a position for counsellor at the YWCA through my
friends, the Saras, and was successful in being appointed. I was given a room there and
free meals as well as a good salary. I ran a number of groups for girls. Among the clubs
was one for girls who were mainly of European origin. They played basketball in a hall
belonging to the YWCA.
My first real glimpse of the interior of British Columbia was on a motor trip with
the manager of the Y from Calgary to Banff, and on to Golden through the Kicking
Horse Pass. Passing was only possible on this narrow road through the Pass where
there was a widened section. After Golden, we went south through the Columbia
Valley with its little rocky farms to Radium Hot Springs. Then we returned over the
newly opened Banff Windermere road, with fascinating glimpses of the Rocky
Mountains on both sides of the Kootenay River, rejoining the main highway at
Johnson's Canyon. So I got my first brief glimpse of Golden.
With a steady salary I purchased a second hand Graham-Paige car, which
enabled me to get around to some Guide camps, as I had been appointed Camp
Supervisor for Alberta. There were no driver's tests in those days, and I learned to drive
with the former owner of the car.
Meanwhile the depression was putting more and more people out of work, and
Fred joined the unemployed after a seasonal job on a farm; but later he was hired as a
cook in one of the infamous 'Relief Camps' on the Sarcee Reserve. Only single men
were allowed to work on the camp where I visited him.

Skiing in Calgary
Skiing was just becoming popular, so I bought a pair of skis. Not knowing much
about them, and not having much money, I purchased a pair without proper harnesses.
I improvised by using rubber bands. Fred tried to teach me, but I found myself slipping
backwards as often as forwards. There was not much snow around Calgary, but we
tried it out on little slopes in the Elbow Park area.

Even with my minimal skill and poor equipment, I was persuaded to join in an
expedition to Lake O'Hara at the New Year of 1933. Four of us took the train to Hector
siding, arriving on a dark windy morning. We sheltered in a freight shed in the cold,
anxiously awaiting daylight when the work gang would be starting their day. We had
no encouragement from the Section Foreman, but the crew welcomed us to their
quarters with a cup of hot coffee. At daylight we set out up the eight mile trail.
We struggled up the first hill and reached the more gradual slopes of the trail
full of good spirits. However, before long warm air from the west made the snow sticky,
clumping on our skis. Fortunately someone had brought wax, which helped until it
wore off and we had to re-wax. As a result our progress was slow and darkness
overtook us. Fortunately we reached the Lodge, which we found was firmly locked. We
managed to get into a building full of hay bales, on which we passed the night - rather
restlessly.
In the morning we made coffee on an airtight heater and then set out to find our
way to the Alpine Club hut. We were meant by Lawrence Grassi and Ken, who had
taken a later train. Being excellent skiers, they had reached the hut the night before.
After resting up, we spent a fabulous weekend exploring around the cabin and
trying a little downhill run. By the time came to leave we were better able to tackle the
downward run back to the siding, where we flagged the train back to Calgary.
We repeated the trip at Easter and at that time were joined by Ernest Feuz, who
had been detailed to clear off the roofs of the Lodge and other buildings by the CPR.
We all sat around a roaring fire in the hut and talked, with Ernest happily smoking his
pipe and reminiscing about some of his climbs. This time the weather was crisp and
sunny, and the experience was a memorable one!

Climbing Cascade Mountain
Fred and Herb Dixon took part in an Alpine Club weekend at the cabins then
located on the slopes of Sulphur Mountain. Herb was ambitious to climb Cascade, and
invited Fred as our guide. We parked the car on the Minnewanka road and climbed up
the steep slopes to the foot of a cliff, which Fred tried unsuccessfully to scale. After this
delay we crossed over to the face of the mountain and up without too much trouble.

We came to a small wall not far below the summit. Here Fred managed to surmount it
with cat-like agility and helped us up with a rope. The summit was easily reached.
Herb was very nervous, which slowed us down. As it was getting late we began
the descent by what we thought was the regular route to Forty-mile creek. Se were
caught in a violent thunderstorm and when we reached the creek after the long
descent, it was dark. We still had a considerable distance to travel through the woods,
and I found my eyes accustomed to the dark better than those of the men. We
plodded along the trail to Norquay and arrived back to the Alpine Club hut at 2:00am.
A search party had been organized, so early the next morning we had to
apologize to A.O. Wheeler, who lived in Banff. He was scandalized to learn this was my
first climb!
We soaked our aching limbs in the Upper Hot Springs pool, and then had to
walk back to the car on Minnewanka road before driving home.

Second Climb of Cascade
A few weeks later Fred and I climbed the mountain again. This time we went
straight up the face and met a party from the Calgary group to prove it could be done.
We had not really been believed. We stayed in a cabin owned by Dorothy Sara's sister.
We had to climb over the fence of the Buffalo Pound to reach the mountain.

Marriage and Consequences
It was on August 15th , my 30th birthday, that Fred proposed to me. It was a
beautiful moonlit night and we were sitting on a bench in central Park behind the
original Calgary Library. The future did not look rosy, but we would face it together.
In September of 1932 I was back at St. Hilda's, having been asked to teach a
business course. Wattie and Carter had left, and the new principal, Miss MacDonald (a
descendent of Sir John A. MacDonald) was not easy to work with. There was much
friction between staff and administration.
In October I realized I was pregnant. I wrote to Fred and he promised to make
arrangements for our marriage as soon as possible. He was now cooking at a Relief
Camp in Kitchener BC, where he had been transferred in September. It was while

working there that he learned a nearby logging operation at Hazel Creek was closing
down, leaving the buildings vacant. He made arrangements with the owner to look
after the buildings, where we could live free after we were married.
I would meet him in Cranbrook, and we would be married at the Anglican
Church there. I told no one of my plans, and took the train south, through the Crow's
Nest Pass, arriving in Cranbrook. We purchased a wedding ring and on December 28th,
1933 we were married. It was a short quiet ceremony, as neither of us had relatives to
attend. We enjoyed a dinner in a local restaurant. Next day we set off on our
honeymoon on foot, hiking in the snowy valley and staying in small inns along the way.
I headed back to Calgary and work, and Fred returned to the relief camp.
Miss MacDonald coldly received the announcement of my marriage and I
immediately received notice to leave at the end of January. The possibility of a married
and pregnant teacher world not be tolerated!
The Calhouns offered me a room in their home, which I accepted gratefully.
Shortly after, Fred was injured in a brawl at the camp when the men protested about
the food. It was still winter, and not a good time to move into the logging camp. He
joined me at the Calhouns in Calgary. Feeling we were imposing, and anxious to move
to our future home, we packed our belongings. And in March I sold my Graham-Paige.
We took the train south to a little flag stop at Mile 50 between Yahk and Kitchener.
The snow was still knee deep in the valley and soft with the advent of spring. It
was hard going, pulling our possession on an improvised sled using skis as runners and
with rucksacks on our backs. We reached a creek in the flats and Fred returned to the
track to get the rest of our gear. We were exhausted from the heavy going and slept
beside the stream that night.
When daylight came we struggled on to a farm by the road where we were
allowed to camp in their hay shed until we could proceed to Hazel Creek when the
men had all left. We stayed here, and Fred walked to Kitchener to register as a married
man, eligible for a small allowance from the government. This would provide basic
food for us.

First Year in Hazel Creek

Early in April we arrived in Hazel Creek. Only the former cook was there to greet
us. Among the equipment remaining was the large cast iron Dutch oven so familiar on
the farm, and treasured by all my family.
We chose the former office for living by day and one of the bunkhouses for
sleeping. We cooked on the huge stove in the cookhouse. We ransacked some cabins
across the road for cots and mattresses and blankets. Fred would walk to Kitchener for
supplies, and our neighbour sold us milk and eggs. At last we had our own home.
Fred flagged the doctor who visited two camps between Creston and Yahk, and
he examined me. All was well. . I kept busy knitting and ordered baby supplies from
the Eaton's catalogue.
Now we were settled in, we explored some of the logging roads where we
found wild raspberries. We planted a garden beside the horse barn, where manure
from the stables had been thrown for many years. Soon we had fresh vegetables.
Hazel was born in the Creston hospital on July 31, 1934. As was customary, I
spent two weeks there and while there, met some of the people Fred had become
acquainted with. Back home, her crib was an apple box. She was a big baby and I was
nursing her so she grew fast.
In August Jerry came to visit us. She was somewhat startled to be put off the
train where no settlement was in sight. Fred was waiting for her. We put up a bed in a
bunkhouse for her. Our makeshift quarters and way of life amazed her. However, she
was a tremendous help to me. She did a lot of walking, and the water was perfect.
Following is Jerry's account of this visit in 1934.

Hazel Creek - Jerry's Story
In 1934 my godmother died, leaving me a hundred pounds in her will - quite a
considerable sum in those days. Thinking it over I decided not to save it, but to spend
it. As I loved travel, it should be spent on this.
My sister Chris, who had gone to Canada some years previously, had recently
told us that she had given up her work in Calgary and married Fred Schiesser, a Swiss
who she had met in climbing expeditions in the Rockies.

Mother was a bit worried about her as apparently Fred had been working as a
cook in a labour camp and was now a sort of caretaker at a group of huts at Hazel
Creek, where he and Chris were now living. All seemed a bit vague, but the thought of
going out to see them there was irresistible. So with the help and encouragement of
my friend, Monty Leney, I made plans to go in the summer holidays.
Monty saw me off at Liverpool. I was excited and somewhat apprehensive at the
thought of this tremendous journey - 6000 miles each way!
I shared a berth with three American ladies, enthusiastic followers of the Oxford
Movement, friendly but full of their own affairs. Life on board was pleasant at first, with
deck games, wonderful food and interesting scenery up to Greenock and back along
the Irish coast. There were amusing baths in salt water prepared by he steward when
the water dropped over when the sea was rough. To tell the truth, Mid-Atlantic was
cold, with a grey sea and any, and rather boring except for two very rough days when
fenders were put up around the tables to keep the cutlery in. I loved standing on deck
and swooping up and down with the huge waves.
Luckily I met a college friend, Mephy, who as going to Winnipeg. We got on
well together, joining in the games and a daily tramp round the deck. The only thing of
interest was a beautiful iceberg near Newfoundland just before we plunged into the
fog, customary there at that time of year. The fog grew thicker, we moved more slowly
and the foghorn increased its frequency ominously. Nearly two days of this and then joy! A clearance and land in sight!
The mail boat came out to meet us at Farther Point, our first contact with the
new world. Everyone came out of their lethargy. It was thrilling to see the desolate
coasts of Labrador, Newfoundland and Quebec growing nearer as we sailed up the St.
Lawrence River. We passed little settlements of French colonists, each with its white
timbered houses and tiny church.
I had become friendly with a charming English family - Dr. Abrams and his wife
and two daughters. I asked him what British Columbia was like. He said, "It looks as if
God made it and then forgot about it." Later I understood what he meant.
After a stop at Quebec, dramatically sited on its rock, where we were met by a
charming YWCA representative who helped me check my luggage through. She and
the railway official were a bit nonplussed when I said I would be leaving the train at
Mile 50 near Kitchener, as instructed by Chris. I thought this must be some sort of
railway station, but they seemed mystified, so I said I'd make further enquiries later.

Then, freed of luggage, Mephy and I 'did Montreal' - took a buggy ride up the
mountain, walked about the town, had a wash and a meal at the YWCA headquarters
before embarking on the train for Winnipeg. I was thrilled at the sleeping
arrangements, lying in bed with the scenery dashing past, a light at my head to read
by, and a billowing green curtain separating me from the corridor. There was no room
to dress except when kneeling on the bunk.
The train seemed to trundle along, stopping at intervals with terrific bombs and
shaking, then starting off again even more convulsively. After a whole day of endless
lakes and forests, and a lovely journey along the shores of Lake Superior, and yet
another night, we reached Winnipeg. I said goodbye to Mephy. The father of one of
the Tavistock masters met me. He was a melancholy man, but very kindly took me
around the town, gave me a meal, and deposited me at the station that night. The next
day we crossed the prairies, so hot and dusty that a coloured attendant came round
and dusted the carriage and us every two hours or so. The prairies were interesting,
with huge elevators, lonely little farm settlements, a few struggling trees and enormous
skies. Later the scenery became more hilly and almost desert.
At Lethbridge I changed trains for the Crows Nest Pass and southern BC. I told
the guard that I was getting off at Mile 50. He said, "Well, I think I know where you
mean, but I've never heard of anyone getting off there. Have you been there before?"
"No," I said, "but I'm being met there"
"I don't know if we'll be able to stop, but I will ask when we reach Yahk at 5:00
tomorrow morning,," the guard replied.
So I got into my sleeper, the fourth night, feeling worried and got little sleep,
looking out as we crossed the pass at midnight, then seeing with surprise boast
furnaces and slag heaps of the Fernie coalfields.
Well before 5:00 at Yahk I was up and dressed, and stood in the corridor til the
guard came along and said, to my relief, that the train would stop at Mile 50. Then
train lurched round a corner in the dense forest that surrounded us, into another valley,
and -horrors! - The middle of a forest fire with trees smoking and burning on every
side. A few miles along another lurch brought us into another valley with no fires and
no sign of habitation.
At about 7:00am the guard came along and looked out the window with me,
and as we rounded a curve he said, "At any rate there is someone to meet you."

There, in a little clearing in the forest, where a foot-high stake bore the number
50, stood a wild looking man, my brother-in-law, Fred.
The train stopped slowly. I stepped down, wearing my smart hat and summer
coat. The guard handed down my suitcase, which by some miracle, was there, and this
strange man greeted me. We walked down the clearing, across a boggy swamp, over a
stream, and came to a large clearing with about twelve log buildings by the side of a
dusty road. Tree covered mountains rose on the other side, and the buildings were
surrounded by trees, many dead as a result of a previous fire.
There stood Chris, with the baby Hazel, only a few weeks old, and Chris
astonishingly capable of caring for her in spite of no previous experience or anyone to
advise.

Jerry's Story, Part 2
There I stayed for about a fortnight. What I did I don't quite remember - helped
with domestic chores, sketched a little, walked the dusty gravelled road. A promisinglooking trail up the mountain was so obstructed with fallen trees that after about an
hour of scrambling, I gave it up. So did the camp kitten, Grizzly, who accompanied me.
There were no houses, no people for miles around. We saw no one except the
kindly doctor, and once a woman. But with Chris and Fred I was never bored. I
pottered down to the creek daily and looked up the valley. One day, to my dismay, I
saw smoke. The forest fire had crossed the valley, and after dark the burning trees
glowed like the lights of a town a mile or two away. I was fearful, but Fred,
unperturbed, said, "Don't worry. The wind will stop the fire from coming this way."
"But what if the wind changes?" It won't was the reply, and it didn't. One day
however, ash began to fall and the air was smoky. Fred put on a hose to damp down
the roofs and us too. It was very hot.
One afternoon Fred and I took a little bus which passed our settlement and
dropped us at a crossroad a few miles further east. There the fires had crossed the road
and the trees were smouldering and smoking. We walked about two miles south (not
much fun on the loss gravel road) to Kingsgate on the US border. We dodged past the
frontier post when the officials were dealing with a car and entered a pub in the little
village of Eastgate. It was then about 7:00pm and Fred sat drinking until it got quite

dark, but and no attempt to go until at about ten o'clock, when he said quietly, "We'll
go now. Follow me."
He glided off behind a car at the border to a railway line, ducked down by a
little platform, and we crept along until we had bypassed from the US into BC. Then we
curved back onto the road and walked briskly on. My English conscience was agitated
when a car came up from behind and stopped. I was relieved when a friendly voice
offered us a lift and dropped us at the crossroad again.
It was a still night and the tree stumps were glowing red around us. "Let's boil a
kettle on this stump and make some tea," Fred said teasingly. Nervously I replied "No
thank you, let's hurry on." We arrived about midnight, Fred with a nice haul of
American cigarettes, duty free!
I had a spacious log cabin to myself, no furniture, just an iron bedstead and a
chair. It was at night that I remembered Dr. Abram's remark about BC. It was so still
and empty, and to me, frightening. I slept badly, but at about 3:00am a freight train
could be heard for miles, lumbering along the valley. It's plaintive hooting was human
and reassuring. I now understand why the early settlers loved this sound, and have
reproduced it for the diesels long after the steam trains have gone.
Now I was due to catch the train from Kitchener at eight in the morning, to go to
Vancouver where I had arranged to stay with Uncle Herbert and Aunt Dinah for one
night before returning to Montreal. The train back would take five days and nights - just
in time to sail on the Duchess of York to Liverpool, and another seven days and nights
at sea.
It was a six-mile walk from Hazel Creek to Kitchener so we planned to get up at
5:30, leaving two hours for the walk along the gravel road. But we all overslept and
only managed to set off at 7:00, just one hour for a six-mile walk,
"We'll have to run as well as walk, Free," I said. He replied, "Don't worry, the
train will be late." And it was. It was a lovely fresh morning and I felt fine. Running and
walking we kept a good pace, arriving at the little station just after eight, feeling happy
we hadn't heard the distant hoot.

Jerry's Story, Part 3

It took another day and night to reach Vancouver; a fascinating journey crossing
parallel mountain ranges with lake-filled valleys between. We passed a desert region at
Midway and the industrial town of Trail. Then came the night - not a restful one as my
legs were all twitch after the morning's rush. I reached Vancouver at ten in the
morning, after enjoying the beautiful and unexpected Coast Range and the rich
cultivated Fraser Valley.
As I stepped down from the train a young man met me. "Miss Nicol? I have
come to make arrangements for your journey to Montreal tomorrow."
"Thank you," I said, "but first I would like to find my aunt who is meeting me."
"Can I help you then? What does she look like?"
"I haven't seen her in a long time, but I remember she was rather plump and
had black hair."
At that moment a trim little lady with snow-white hair - Aunt Dinah, welcomed
me.
Having arranged times of trains, changes and sleepers, allowing for an eight
hour wait at Banff, which I wanted to see, I went off with Aunt Dinah and had a lovely
day with her and Uncle Herbert. We walked in Stanley Park, paddled I the Pacific, ate in
a Chinese restaurant and talked and talked.
The next day, sadly, I had to go on to catch the ship from Montreal. The journey
was straightforward and fascinating. I marvelled at the Rockies, had a sulphur hot water
bathe, a meal and a rest at a YWCA at Banff. Again I felt the loneliness of the prairies,
the utter remoteness and beauty of Lake Superior, the desolateness of stretches of
glaciated rocks and innumerable lakes of Ontario.
Back in England I say everything with new eyes. Even the normally dull journey
from Liverpool to London was full of delights - sturdy stone bridges beautifully built
instead of timber or steel constructs; stone walls and green hedges instead of wire
fences; brick houses instead of wood. Straight telegraph poles, winding lanes,
deciduous trees, and above all a feeling of stability and an almost tangible background
of history, not emptiness.
The cost of the whole twelve thousand mile journey, with fifteen days at sea in a
luxury liner and ten days in trains was just about covered by my hundred pounds.

Hazel Creek 1934-38
After Jerry returned to England we started to prepare for the winter. Fred cut
firewood to pay for the hospital bill, and at the same time built up our own woodpile.
Now we converted the bunkhouse next to the former office into living quarters. With
rollers and a ramp we moved the huge cookstove into our new kitchen, which was
partitioned off from our living quarters.
Another time-consuming job was dismantling the former sawdust burner, which
was constructed of inch and a half pipes covered with corrugated iron sheets. He
straightened the pipes out, oiled the joints, and eventually brought water from the
creek to the buildings. He also set up an outdoor shower with water warmed by the sun
- great treat. However we had to disconnect the pipeline later so it didn't freeze. All
too soon the snow came and we settled in for the winter.
Fred kept busy cutting firewood for sale in Creston. He also cut cedar posts for
Sid Abar, who trucked them for him. He was able to earn a few dollars, so we decided
to invest in an old cow, bought for ten dollars from our neighbours. Meanwhile I was
kept busy with Hazel and fixing up the house and all the household chores. I would
take Hazel out in her box on a sled improvised by Fred, hardly missing a day in the
pleasant weather.
In the spring we purchased some chickens and converted a bunkhouse across
the road for them, which we heated with an airtight heater. Next we bought some
geese and ducks. Our garden did well and fruit was always available in Creston. We
made a small dam so the ducks and geese would have a pool. They produced our
eggs instead of the hens, which had become fat and too lazy because their coop was
too warm. So we butchered them and gave up our plan to sell eggs.
There was good pasture for the cow along the logging roads, where lush alfalfa
grew, seeded from the dropping of the horses once used for logging. Fred cut hay in
the meadows for the winter feed.

Mom and Hazel, at Hazel Creek
I was again pregnant, and Margaret was born on January 11, 1936. I stayed on a
farm near Creston with some good friends and was soon back home with two little girls
to care for.
Fred purchased two St. Bernhard dogs, both pedigreed, hoping to produce
purebred puppies for sale. The litter of nine healthy pups were a joy for the two little
girls. Some were given away locally, but one was traded later for a pure-bred Guernsey
cow.
We now increased our livestock with a goat and three kids. These flourished on
the plentiful browse of shrubs and alfalfa and roamed freely, coming back to the barn
at night as these animals will. Hazel was fascinated with them and often I would miss
her, only to find her with the goats! Margaret was now walking and beginning to talk.

During that summer we witnessed the exodus of many farm families from the
drought-ridden prairies. They packed all their belongings in covered wagons and led
the few remaining stock to the Creston valley, where they took up land and were able
to make a new life. Sometimes they would stop overnight at Hazel Creek and it was
interesting to hear of their bitter experiences in the dry 'Palliser Triangle'. They had to
sell their cable for next to nothing, keeping just one for milk and two horses to pull the
wagon.
Bernhard was born on July 25, 1937, a bouncing boy. Fred was delighted to
have a son at last. My mother, who had never had a son, was equally happy. She lived
just a short time after hearing our news.
In her will Mother left me the sum of one hundred pounds, which enabled us to
buy a second-hand, Ford, Model A, and we finally had transportation of our own. Fred
could drive to the US border point of Eastgate where he could buy cigarettes without
duty and groceries at lower than Canadian prices. The Customs officials turned a blind
eye to the few Canadians living nearby. I remember one trip with all three children
when we had to walk back to Yahk when the car wouldn't start. We had quite walk,
hazed stepping out sturdily and Margaret plodding along with a helping hand from
me. Bernhard rode on Fred's shoulders. I waited while a mechanic went back with Fred.
The trouble was a dry battery!

The Apple Juice Enterprise
Fred managed to get several odd jobs during the next few years. One was
helping make apple juice with two friends from Creston. He had been to pick up
groceries and was walking back home when Littlejohn and Bell overtook him. He had
sampled some of their apple juice and remarked it had too much preservative. At first
hey denied using any such thing, but later decided to find out what he knew about
making juice - probably alerted by his still strong Swiss accent. On hearing about his
experience with his father in Switzerland they invited him to join in their project of
manufacturing apple juice arm the vast accumulation of windfalls and cull apples, which
otherwise would be wasted.
Popular locally, soon orders came from nearby places, even as far as southern
Alberta. It was shipped in gallon jugs by express. One shipment to Lethbridge was sent

without preservative by mistake and consequently began to ferment. The recipient was
concerned and a hectic phone call wanted to know what he should do with it. "Drink
it!" was the reply. It was a delicious apple cider.
Unfortunately, later Bell, a salesman in Calgary, abused his trust, living well in
the city and enjoying his life there, resulting in the breakup of the enterprise that had
started so well. We remained good friends with the Littlejohns.
That winter Fred decided to make an ambitious ski trip from St. Mary's, near
Kimberley, over the divide and down the Goat river. It was a challenge he couldn't
resist. He took the bus to Kimberley and set out up St. Mary's River in spring. The
going was good as far as a trapper cabin, where he spent the night before continuing
over the divide. After a hard climb the downhill began, and he made such good time
that he was well down the Goat Valley where he spotted an old mine. Inside it was a
perfectly sound water pump, which he decided he could use. He returned to the mine
in summer and carried it out on his back. It came with us to Golden and eventually was
sold to Johnny Bergenham.

The End of Relief Camps
A change of government brought the end of the infamous relief camps, and the
men returned to the cities and soup kitchens once more. This meant a change for us,
as the Kitchener camp was now closed for good.
The men had done road work near Hazel Creek with picks, shovels and
wheelbarrows. Much of it was a farce, as the labourers often stood around talking and
smoking. The small hillock, which had necessitated a sharp curve in the highway, had
little more than a third of its bulk removed by them.
Now machines and hired workmen appeared to finish the job and improve the
road through the valley. It didn't take long for the bulldozer to push its way through the
obstruction. It was my first sight of one of these earth-moving machines. The road crew
had been boarding at the Kitchener Hotel, but now a contract was let for boarding the
men. We put in a bid and were awarded the job of boarding the men. Fred would do
the cooking and I would be the waitress, dishwasher and general cleaner. We invested
in tableware and cooking utensils and set up trestle tables in the house. We were in
business.

Bernie was still in his crib, but he behaved admirably and was much petted by
the men. It was hard work, and I was still nursing Bernie, but we managed and we
made a modest profit. After several weeks the work moved away from Hazel Creek and
we decided to quit. The road crew now moved back to the Kitchener Hotel, and I was
glad to relax.
We must now look to the future of our little family, and make a move to a more
populated area. Fred had learned of the approaching opening of the Big Bend
highway at Golden, where he knew the Swiss Guides from his days at Lake Louise. He
made a quick trip to Golden, and with the help of Edward Feuz, rented a large house
just outside Golden that was owned by John Anderson.
We prepared for the move early in the spring of 1938.

Moving to Golden
Moving furniture and household goods is easy compared with the problems of
moving livestock. We could rent a truck locally for household effects, but getting the
animals moved was the problem. Fred took the back seat off the body of the Ford and
built a flat deck with sides, converting it into a light truck. For the heavier animals he
made a trailer to tow behind the Ford.
One evening in early spring, Hazel, Margaret, Bernie and I got into the hired
truck with the furniture and were driven to Golden, arriving there in the early morning.
Fred followed with the Ford and the livestock in time to help unload everything at the
house on the flats. This former farm had sheds in which we housed the cow, goats,
chickens and dogs. There was plenty of room in the house, with four bedrooms
upstairs. Our big stove helped to heat the building and before long we were
comfortably settled.
A channel of water fed by Hospital Creek flowed in front of the house and I had
to keep a constant watch when Bernie was outside. He was just crawling at first, but
was into everything, including a pail of golden syrup. He was also beginning to climb
on chairs and throwing things on the floor. One warm day he was outside and
investigated the old pump Fred had found in the mine up the Goat River. He was
covered with grease, clothes, face and hands!

The goats found their way through the fence into the neighbour's grain field if
we let them loose, and one of the dogs killed several pens of their rabbits. So we had
to keep the dogs and goats penned. We needed a farm away from Golden and made
enquiries. Fred met with Johnny Bergenham, an old friend of John Anderson. He
showed us the farm at Moberly, owned by his sister-in-law, wife of Otto. She was now
living in Vancouver and wanted to sell. The price was $900 for the quarter section (less
road and railway allowances). We made the first payment and prepared to take over.
First Fred had to build a house. Only the origin small log cabin was on it, the
larger house having burned to the ground a few years previously. The frame building
Fred erected would later become the chicken house, but served as our home for
several years. There was a good barn with a hayloft and lean-to sheds, a former pigsty
which housed the goats and the log cabin of the homesteader which later served as a
sitting room and kitchen.

The original log cabin in Moberly, which later burned down.

We carried on living in Golden while Fred worked on building the house on the
farm. During the summer we met some of the Golden residents. The Manns became

firm friends and we also met Beta's parents. George Beattie operated the Birds Meat
Market and also served as Magistrate for Golden. His wife operated a small
Kindergarten, and when it closed she gave us some of the little chairs for our children.
Beta taught music in Golden, taking the train in from Stoney Creek, where Bob was a
Park Warden. Among her pupils we met were the Sime family. We entertained some of
our new friends at bridge in the rambling old house. We also spent an afternoon
visiting with Edward Feuz and his wife. Ed was very taken with Bernie, as he had no son
of his own. His interest in our boy continued into his later years when he became a
Mountain Guide, and Ed would refer his former clients to Bernie.
Meanwhile, Bernie was rapidly learning to walk, and one day had followed Fred,
who had gone to town in the truck. He was found just as he was about to cross the
railway track, and brought back, to my relief, by our neighbour.
Meanwhile Fred worked hard building the temporary house on the Moberly
farm. He had problems with wandering cows using the meadow as pasture. One day
he shut them up in the barn overnight, much to the indignation of the owner, the
Couplands, who had enjoyed the free pasture while the land was empty. Fencing
would be necessary when we were ready to move. Water was one of the necessities of
first importance, and the old wooden flume that had brought irrigation to the farm
needed constant repair and maintenance. Meanwhile we could haul water from the
creek until next spring, when the runoff filled a small well dug in a low part of the
meadow.
I was looking eagerly forward to the move, and finally the building was ready
and would, together with the old pioneer cabin, make room for us to live.

Golden - 1938
When Fred first learned of the building of the Big Bend Highway he decided to
investigate the possibility of taking up land where we could establish a farm to supply
the needs of travellers and to provide a stopping place. So he made a trip to the Steel
Bridge, where the road crossed the highway at the junction of the Wood, Canoe and
Columbia rivers. Here he located some good open meadows beside the Wood river.
He posted signs indicating boundaries of his proposed settlement. Perhaps it was as
well that he then learned that the government had closed to settlement all land

adjacent to the new road. His plans had to be abandoned. This was perhaps the first of
Fred's impractical dreams!
With the spring flooding, the ground water in the low-lying area filled the
basement of the old house in which we were staying. The dampness combined with
harsh winds gave me a severe sinus infection, resulting in many sleepless nights when I
paced the floor to relieve the congestion. I visited Dr. Ewart, the Golden doctor, who
prescribed a simple remedy of snuffing up salt water through my nose. It worked! He
was very deaf, yet he always kept the hinges of every door in the hospital oiled to
prevent unnecessary noises. It was always embarrassing to talk to him in a loud voice,
conscious that there might be many ears listening.
We advertised the St. Bernard puppies for sale and found one buyer in Bob
Mann, a park warden in Glacier National Park. His wife, Beta became a firm friend when
I discovered Beta had taught at St. Hilda's in 1916. They had one daughter and had
recently lost their son from a rare liver disease. Beta gave me some of his clothes for
Bernie.
The dog, Snowboy, served to pull a sled for Bob for many years in Glacier Park,
where Bob became chief warden during the second World War. With the help of a
group of Jehovah's Witnesses interned there, he cleared and improved many of the
badly neglected trails of Glacier Park.
During the winter of 1938-39, Lena visited us. Following is her own account of
her trip and visit.

Lena's Story, Trip to Canada in 1938
This all happened long ago when Golden was a very different place from the
Golden of today. Then it was almost a 'ghost town'. Here lived our sister, Chris, and her
husband, Fred, who was Swiss. They now had three small children, but very few
prospects. Fred was one of the thousands of unemployed men at that time in Canada.
But he had ambitions and dreams, and one especially appealed.
The Trans Canada Highway stretched the 6000 miles from the Atlantic to the
Pacific, but there was a gap between Golden and Revelstoke. A connection could be
made over the Selkirk Mountains by train, but there was no road. The train had an

expensive and dangerous way over and through the mountains, but a way to build a
road following the Columbia River was suggested - easy gradients but through
uninhabited country, and a long way around.
Fred believed land would be available for people to stake a claim as had been
done a hundred years earlier in the gold rush, as soon as the plan for the road was
made. He would be the first to rush there to the 'Big Bend' where the river, after
flowing due North for 200 miles, turned abruptly south and on to Revelstoke.
They had bought a quarter section near Golden. Based there, he could rush
north when the time came, but he could not leave Chris with three small children and a
number of animals, so we were asked if we could go out and help while he started to
build a 'motel' and filling station. We were thrilled at the prospect of a more
adventurous life than teaching.
But Jerry's headmaster was dubious about the whole affair. "What do you really
know about Fred? Why not let Lena go and investigate, and see if the idea is sound
and then decide," he said.
We discovered they had very little money, so asked if we could produce any. So
we sold things, took out savings, and sent out all we could. I cannot remember how
much. We let our house, furnished, and I got ready for the journey to Canada, sailing
from Southampton in August.
Auntie Ella, Jerry and Sam, our adored little dog, and the Withys were there to
see me off. As the ship moved away from the quayside I began to feel quite alone and
apprehensive. I was glad to have a little cabin to myself.
The Atlantic was gray and cold and dull, but what lovely friends I met on the
boat, and had so much fun with deck games and mad bridge. After four days we came
to Newfoundland and began to sail up the magnificent St. Lawrence river. We saw dear
little log cabins and little clusters of houses coming hearer as the river narrowed. After
a brief stop at lovely old Quebec and under the height of Abraham, the streets seemed
to be full of black-coated priests with cloaks and flat black hats. Then back to the boat
for the last stretch. As evening fell, an enormous full moon those, turning the river to
gold and the myriad lights of Montreal were reflected on the water as we slowly
steamed into the harbour.
My loneliness returned, but Helen and Wenty Fry, two of the best friends I ever
met, invited me to go home with them for the night and promised they would see me
on to the train the next day.

They drove me all around the town; we visited their parents, enjoyed a
wonderful view from Mont Royal, then back home to bed. But the land now seemed to
rock instead of the boat, the stairs rolled, the bed rocked and I was too anxious and
tired to sleep.

Lena's Story, The Journey
Helen and Wenty saw me off the next morning and wished me luck.
The train seemed so long, and the engines enormous. We started off slowly,
with violent jerks and bands, so different from the gentle but swift English trains. I now
realized that the mournful hooting I had heard in the night was the evocative sound of
the train, not the boat. This sound often cheered me later, but at first it saddened me
and connected me with England and my home. I loved my lower berth with a
wonderful view out the window. All day I looked out at forest and lakes, but few towns.
Then later, vast stretches of flat prairies and isolated farms, and towns sparsely
scattered, like the Wild West towns I had seen in films, with unpaved roads, wooden
sidewalks, clanging trams and masses of overhead wires.
My fellow passengers were delightful. They asked me so many questions, none
of the English reserve, and I told them all my plans. Then came Calgary, a
comparatively small and ramshackle town, busy and lively. A GFS Guide met me. She
had known Chris earlier, and Chris had told her to look out for me. "Fred is here,' she
said. He had been meeting the trains for two days, and he greeted me warmly. He was
slim and dark, and most un-English, looking just like a Red Indian, I thought. He took all
my luggage and we went out to the truck - already full of things. I got into the front
with Fred, and off we went.
"You'll have to sleep in the henhouse at first," Fred said. "Will you mind?"
"No," I said politely, wondering what the henhouse was like. Little did I know
that the farm they had bought had no house, no henhouse, only a minute log cabin
and some tumbledown sheds, but that they had rented temporarily an empty farm
outside Golden.
The journey from Calgary was marvellous - first flat, then the extraordinary view
of the tops of the Rockies peeping over the horizon. Then more of the mountains

revealed themselves, and we were right among them. We halted at the little town of
Banff with its enormous hotel on the Bow river, and here we stretched our legs.
We had a good meal and a lovely bathe in the hot springs, and in the hottest
part of the pool where the hot water gushed out of the mountain a dear little brown
bear shared the pool with us! I felt marvellously happy and fit and well, and began to
really enjoy the journey.
Up to the Great Divide, and then over the pass to the Kicking Horse river,
strangely white, swift and tumbling over falls and down into gorges. The CPR railway
was there too, following the river and diving through the mountains in special tunnels
where the gradient of the river was too steep. The trail was rough, an unpaved road.
Sometimes it followed alongside the river and railway, sometimes high up on the steep
sides of the hills. The track had no edges and it twisted round sharp bends. I felt safer
when we were down nearer the river and the railway. Finally the river, the road, and the
railway, now close together, dashed through an awe inspiring canyon, and suddenly we
were out into the flat Columbia Valley.

Lena's Story, I Meet the Family
We didn't stop at Golden, but went on and in a mile or two turned left, and on
to the 'sloughs', the flood plain of the Columbia river - to a lonely farm house with
clumps of small willow trees. There we stopped by the house in a clearing full of things
- cases, planks, machinery everywhere.
Chris came out of the house with Bernhard, a jolly little boy of just over a year in
her arms. She looked so pale and tired, but so pleased to see me. She had been alone
for two or three days. Then two dear little girls emerged from some sheds. They too
seemed pale. They were wild and untidy with hair over their faces, which they pushed
back, revealing Hazel, aged four, fair with grey blue eyes and Margaret with dark
brown eyes and a very determined look. They were very shy and wouldn't come near
me at first.
"My what a sun tan you've got," said Chris in a strange new voice and accent.
What a lot we had to talk about, but Chris seemed very un-English now, and oddly
enough never talked about their exciting plans or about England.

First the house – it was a nice looking farmhouse with a veranda all around.
Inside the front door was a large light room with windows looking out to the sloughs
and the Selkirks. This pleasant room led into a back kitchen and a bathroom. The
furniture was simple and pleasant. Upstairs were four nice sized bedrooms and the one
allowed to me was a lovely sunny room with views of the Dogtooth Mountains. It held a
bed, a chair and the sewing machine table, but it looked welcoming and I liked it at
once and soon made a bed covering and curtains. I uncovered boxes and unpacked
my things.
We went all round outside and there seemed an unimaginable number of
animals - cows, hens, squealing pigs, goats, and a handsome but odorous Billy goat,
Chuchua, far away tide up from the others as his goaty smell pervaded the whole farm.
Also four magnificent St. Bernhard dogs. All the animals seemed thin and hungry and
after a few days I realized that the animal food problem was serious.
Fred went into Golden most days. I felt lonely and unwell, and Chris seemed
never to stop working. The basement was permanently flooded, the pigsty was full of
mud, water seemed to come up from the ground and no one came to see us at the
house. But the little girls became friendly. Hazel especially loved to come to my
bedroom to 'be alone with me' and see all my belongings.
One day Fred came home from Golden in a deep gloom. This affected all of us
and Chris told me later that the bank had refused to let him have any more money. I
realized that all the animals and packages and 'things' had been partially paid for, and
now there was no money left. One tragic evening Fred shot three of the beautiful St.
Bernhard dogs - no one in Golden had money to buy them and the national parks
didn't want them. I felt full of despair. I knew there was no future here for Jerry and me.

The Animals - an Aside
There seemed to be so many animals - where had they all come from? I will
begin with the smallest ones.
1.

1. About 40 hens - these were so impersonal that they made no impression on
me. They were good layers at first and gave us food and we made some cash for

the eggs. Later when the snow came and really cold weather began up at the
Moberly farm, the all seemed to stop laying at once.
2.

2. So many goats - perhaps twenty, and ChuChua, the billy. He was a handsome
and valuable goat and wanted to be friendly, but I couldn't go near him as his
goat smell was sickening. Jessie, the best goat was graceful and friendly. They
seemed to be loose and loved to come for walks with us.

3.

3. Two cows. Mabel, a nice looking Jersey cow, but rather aloof. She didn't
really like the winter but gave us lovely creamy milk and we could make butter in
small quantities. Norah, an independent black cow. Her milk never failed. She
liked being out even in the snow and took herself for long walks.

4.

4. About six squealing young pigs, in a horribly muddy sty at first. When spring
came, Susie was the only one left, as we had to sell them for cash.

5.

5. Four lovely St. Bernhard dogs with pedigrees. Cavilear, the male was a
magnificent dog. Queen and Princess were both beautiful, and Chubby, the
small, gentle but not very bright one. No one in Golden could afford to buy one,
and the National Parks wanted another kind of dog. One evening Fred shot
them all except Chubby. This upset me terribly, and I felt desperately hopeless
about ever working with Fred.

6.

Later I met the loveliest dog of all. Fred had sold him to Bob and Beta Mann in
Revelstoke. They adored him - he was nearly all white and he understood
everything you said. He lived to a good age and the Manns were heart broken
when he died.

Lena's Story, The Move to Moberley
October had come and the frosts began to set in. The road and tracks froze at
night and thawed into deep impassable mud in the daytime. The weather was lovely,
the cottonwood trees turned to gold, and the move had to be made soon.
But the farm they had bought at Moberly was not habitable - the tiny log cabin
there had only one room. It was infested with musk rats. There was no water on the
farm and the wooden flume for water onto the clearing was quite broken and useless.
Fred took me up to the farm one day - a wide open clearing with trees all round,
about three hundred feet above the river valley, and up a steep dangerous track. But
what a view! Rockies to the east, Selkirk and Dogtooth mountains to the west. A

shower of rain had cleared away some haze from forest fires and the mountains now
were near and clear and lovely.
The tiny log cabin was partly divided into a kitchen and living room, and once
the muskrat had been destroyed this had real possibilities. The door led into the
kitchen, with views of the mountains on both sides. At the back was Moberly Peak, a
friendly mountain looking near and quite climbable. Alas, I never did climb it. The little
living room had a table, benches and a bed and a lot of books. Astonishing how much
fitted in and how homely it became, and warm, too once the cracks between the logs
had been filled with show. It never felt cold, even on the coldest days.
About thirty acres of land had been cleared in the past, giving the farm a lovely
open feeling high up over the valley. The trees were not too near to spoil the view and
a lovely frame them gave to the 'estate'. The sheds looked a bit tumbledown but later
did us well and the hens, goats, and cows were well enough housed.
But suddenly Fed came to life, and now he worked hard. A large hut was built
for all of us to sleep in. (This was later the henhouse.) One end was partitioned off for
my room, a stove put in and various beds. It proved warm and we were all pleased with
it. Things were carted up in the truck and soon all the 'things' that had been lying
about in the sloughs were there. Then came the hens, cows, goats and pigs, and finally
Chris and the children. I was left alone to clear up and scrub out the lonely house in the
sloughs. After darkness fell, Fred came back and took me and more belongings up. It
was cheerful in the tiny cabin. Chris had a hot meal ready, the children went to bed,
and later I went too, and slept soundly in my little room at one end of the henhouse.
Fred knew that I was lonely and unhappy and sometimes took me out into the
woods to picnic while he cut wood. Another day when he took me to the farm, he dug
holes to put stakes in to make a fence so the goats would not eat the berry bushes
when we moved up there. But he never made the fence. And when the goats were
brought up they didn't see the holes for the fence that wasn't there and began to eat
the berry bushes. Then Fred got out his gun to frighten them away, but he accidentally
shot Jessie, their best goat.
I remember Chris shouting, "Goddam you, Fred, you've shot my best goat!"

Lena's Story, Settling in at Moberley

I think we were all happier here at the farm. No mention was ever made of the
new road and staking a claim at the Big Bend. Fred was cheerful. He still went into
Golden nearly every day to 'fetch the mail'. I never knew what he expected, but I got
many letters from England. I often retired to my little room in the house with the
sewing machine, where I did sewing and mending and writing, with Hazel 'to be alone
with me'. I loved the children and Chris seemed better, but very quiet. She never
stopped working and there was always washing and washing up to be done, and no
water except down by the creek, which had to be hauled up the steep track to the
clearing.
The people in the bank at Golden let me have money when I wanted some, so I
bought things mostly for the children or the house. I was fascinated with the catalogues
from Eaton's and ordered and ordered many items, such as a maximum/minimum
thermometer, a trough for a bath, a cot for the expected baby, things for the children,
materials to make curtains and bed covers, etc. The trough was only once much later
used as a bath. Water was too precious as it had to be carted up the steep track. Later,
when the creek froze, we just had to melt snow.
I kept weather records and began to know the people who lived in the woods
around us. The old schoolmaster, Mr. Coupland, and his wife and boys, the Mathews,
Johnnie and Caroline Bergenham, and so many lonely bachelors living alone with little
money - so alone in the winter.
The old schoolmaster had the biggest beaver dam you ever saw. He cut down
trees for the beavers when they had used up those near at hand. They used the ones
he cut so their dam grew larger and larger, but the beavers stayed instead of
wandering away to fresh woods. I met Mr. Johnson and an old friend, and his lovely
shire horse; Frank and Steve Petruik and Bob Prentiss and Otto Bergenham - all
comparatively young men who loved reading and talking. There were few women. The
lonely life was often too much for them, and they grew silent and lived in a world of
their own.
But we all felt well, and now I felt happier because I had written to Jerry to say I
must come back to England in the spring. I felt that I was really doing very little to help.
I was not much good with the animals. But I must stay until after the new baby arrived
and felt that I could help more by getting a job with some money to help them. Chris
and Fred could do without me. They seemed to have put the 'Big Bend' dream out of

their minds as it was never mentioned. I hoped to see a bit more of Canada before I
returned to England.

Lena's Story, Christmas, Winter and the Fourth Baby
I went up to visit Bob and Beta Mann. This was my first visit and it was
marvellous. The train had to have four engines to haul it up to Glacier over Stoney
Creek, perched on high wooden trestles over the creek far below. They were snowed
in with deep, deep snow, and we could hardly get through it to their house. Snowboy,
their lovely St. Bernhard that they had bought from free pulled the sleigh with our skis
and luggage. The sow was too deep and soft for going out skiing, but we stayed in
and talked and had fun. Bob was likely and amusing and Beta a wonderful friend.
The journey back was lovely again - the long train with several huge engines
slowly drew up and stopped for us and three or four other passengers, and then on we
went down to Beavermouth. Going home on the train I met Leslie Sara and he stopped
off with me at Moberly and stayed the night with us. He listened to Fred's ideas but
told me that there was no hope of staking a claim at the Big Bend. He felt it very
unlikely that the proposed new road would ever go round the Big Bend. He invited me
to go to Calgary to visit him and Dorothy. I had a lovely visit there later, and met many
of Chris' good friends who were so anxious to know how things were going with her.
For Christmas I bought presents and decorations and toys, and I got lovely
parcels from Jerry and Auntie and Helen in Montreal. We decked up the 'henhouse'
with a lovely Christmas tree - too big for the log cabin - and we all had a wonderful
Christmas.
In January the snow fell still more deeply but the sun seemed to shine all day.
Then the truck got stuck in a drift, and the road by the creek was blocked with snow.
Chris was now getting near the time for the birth of the fourth child. Fred walked into
Golden and demanded that the come to clear the road so that he world be able to get
Chris into the hospital. I remember saying to Fred, when we were trying to get the
truck out, "What shall we do if the baby arrives tonight?".
He said, "We will manage all right. I'm used to cows." Chris was so brave and
uncomplaining, and she still never stopped working.

Then a few days later her time came at midnight - a very cold and still moonlit
night. Chris and Fred got up and dressed. He helped her down to the creek where the
truck now was free, the train and road cleared, and they got to the hospital only just in
time.
When Fred got back, he just said: "Take good care of Bernhard, Lena. He is my
only son." He was bitterly disappointed that he now had another daughter. While Chris
was away things were very difficult for me. It was very cold, but Fred had no dry wood
cut. The stove kept going out and my cooking was not up to Chris' standards. But I had
a friend in the woods who came to help me, and the children were so good. Bernhard
at eighteen months was adorable. He was into everything and one day somehow
managed to get up on the roof of the cabin. I called out to Fred and he just said, "He
got up there by himself, he must get down himself.: And he did, the little mountaineer
that he already was.
At night the coyotes yapped and yapped and came into the clearing round the
house. The wild animals seemed to lose their fear of us as they were getting
desperately hungry. White tailed deer came into the clearing, and one day a huge
make moose came from the woods. He looked so tall and tin and ugly, and was quite
unafraid of us as he looked for moss to eat.
Chris came home again with the new baby, Jeanne, looking so well and rested.
She even went out on her skis and I think we all felt happier. We had more visitors from
the woods who just wanted to talk or borrow books.
The water problem no longer worried me - it was a challenge and it was fun.
Melting snow took a long time to melt enough to do the massive amount of clothes
washing for us all and to give water to all the animals. Even drying the washing wasn't
easy. In spite of the lovely sunshine, the clothes on the line froze stiff.
We had some really cold weather in January and February. One day my
thermometer registered -38˚F. But the sun shone, and except for a few days when the
wind was cruel, we all kept warm and cheerful. My records show that the temperature
was below zero for the whole month of February.

Lena's Story, Spring and Visits

Now came the happiest part of my visit. The days slowly lengthened. Chris was
well, and now going out on skis or on the sledge. The baby was so good and quiet, the
little girls so companionable and Bernhard so lively. Fred too loved the snow - all his
black moods had gone. He still went into Golden daily 'to collect the mail'. He didn't
unpack or utilize the sawmill, the electric light plants or the collapsible canoe. He only
cut wood spasmodically. But when fresh snow came one day he pulled off his clothes,
and rushed into it, shouting with joy.
One day he took me out on skis to cross to the other side of the frozen
Columbia; not smooth ice but lumpy where the water had broken through the ice and
frozen again. The river here was a mile or two wide, running around islands.
On the other side we climbed up the steep slope to the bench. Like the land at
Moberly, but here it was so empty, so lonely. I felt that no one had ever lived there,
and no one had ever died there. It was frightening.
Fred wanted to camp out, there and then, in the snow, but I was afraid of the
loneliness. Even the mountains there had never been surveyed or explored or named,
and were left as white emptiness on the maps.
We were all strangely happy at Moberly and we played jolly games of rummy in
the still cold evenings. No more mention was made of staking a claim at Big Bend, and
now I told them that when the spring came I would be going home again to work and
help them from England. They knew, and I know, I was a 'sap' and not much good at
their kind of life, but there was no bad feeling in the knowledge. If only I had been
younger, but 37 is too old to start a new life in a young country, alas, because I loved
Canada now. I found it hard to express my fear of the loneliness of the unexplored
uninhabited mountains.
Years later, Fred said this emptiness to him meant freedom.
I went to Calgary again and saw the Kicking Horse Canyon from the train instead
of the track. It seemed impossible to believe the cold should so completely overcome
the dashing river, and I saw the massive blocks of ice and icicles the river had formed.
There I had a wonderful visit with Leslie and Dorothy Sara.
I also managed a trip from Calgary to Vancouver. A special excursion was
offered and I travelled by night. I remember Kamloops in the moonlight. Aunt Dinah
met me and I had two or three days there and saw dear Uncle Herbert - a selfconfessed failure with so much charm, looking and sounding like an intellectual
professor but doing work as a night porter and hating it. He could hardly bear to say

goodbye. Football (rugby) was the only thing he was good at, he said. In fact he was
really brilliant at it and had played for the Midlands in England but had got into bad
company there.

Lena's Story, Heading Home and into War
I now had feelings of great sorrow at the thought of leaving them all. The
difficulties had long since ceased to worry me; in fact the peace of the countryside and
the joy of the family life meant so much to me. But I knew I had no place there. This
was just a stirring and fascinating interlude that I shall never forget. But I had a twin
sister in England, a home and friends and a job waiting for me. Alas! Back to teaching
again after my amazing visit with Chris and Fred.
By now we all knew that war in Europe was surely coming. We heard Hitler's
hysterical voice on the radio screaming at the SS troops, and the cheers and shouting
of the fanatical men. It was frightening to hear them and I knew I must get home soon,
back to Jerry and England.
The neighbours all said "Stay here - you'll be safe". The manager of the little
school in the woods offered me the job that would soon be vacant, but I was now
making arrangements for getting home.
The ice began to break up, the water falls and springs thawed by day and froze
into longer and longer icicles at night. We saw a bald eagle one day, and knew the ice
on the rivers was breaking up and fish were available for them to eat. The roads were
thawing out and deep chasms bursting, opening, and releasing the imprisoned water
beneath.
Jerry had got a job for me; I must now work to earn money to help Chris and
Fred in that way. I hated to say goodbye to them all as the last two months had been
such happy one.
I had a wonderful journey home, more friends, more fun. There was Jerry
meeting me in Plymouth and my adored dog, who at first shrank away from me as if I
were a ghost, and then realized I was really home again, and licked me frantically with
joy.

We were just able to clear away the rest of the money due on the farm at
Moberly before all money out of England was frozen. At least the home of Chris and
Fred was safe.
But here were hard times coming - war, air raids, invasion scares, food
shortages, evacuees from bombed towns, the destruction of Plymouth and many other
towns, and the deaths of so many good and brave men. For Chris and Fred there were
also terribly hard times - no money, and two more baby girls.
Fred saw that the best thing he could do was to join up. Chris then had a good
allowance and the neighbours all helped to build her a nice log house. We saw Fred in
England twice. He got into the Intelligence service because of his language abilities,
and was in Italy and other parts of Europe. What adventures he had we shall never
know. He kept his secrets well.
But the war changed Fred a lot; it must have been almost unbearably hard for
such a rebel and unusual type of man. How he must have loved returning to Moberly
and the family, to find a new house and everything in working order. Chris had had an
allowance from Fred's service and had also been teaching, so at least temporarily the
money problems had ceased. The family of six were growing up well. Then he and
Chris had twin boys, but alas, one died. Then one more son, Jacques was born.
There were still troubles and problems, but they mastered them. So much has
happened since I was there, but we keep in touch and have had the joy of seeing them
again twice in Canada.

Jeanne, January 12, 1939
After a frugal Christmas the time for my next child approached. I found the
following account in my records:
It was just after midnight when I roused my husband from a deep sleep, though I
had lain awake for some time with the restlessness of pregnancy.
"You'll have to take me in tonight," I said.
After a minute my meaning penetrated his dazed mind and he hurriedly dressed
himself and went for the lantern. My rucksack was ready with the few things I would
need, and in a short time we were walking Indian fashion across the snowy field and
down the him where the car was ready.

The night was dark and a light powder of snow glinted in the yellow lantern
light. The trees were ghostly in their dainty coatings of snow. Across the path were
fresh rabbit tracks, only a few minutes old. At the creek we broke the ice and drew
water for the radiator and were soon on our way. Once we startled aa white-tailed
deer, and a few miles further on passed a neighbour's team and sleigh sleepily heading
for home. Only the noise of our engine, muffled by the snow, disturbed the wide-eyed
silence of the woodland road. Then the lights of the town came into sight and we
turned off the road and drew up at a rather shabby large frame building - the Golden
Hospital.
We say goodbye, and he is gone, back to the farm where in a short time his
regular chores are waiting to be done. Those last few hours of the nine long months
are here at last, welcome in spite of the pain they bring - ever more intense until that
supreme moment of childbirth.
Strangely the electric light failed and Jeanne was born by the yellow light of oil
lamps before the doctor arrived. A tired nurse would have tried to hold up the new
arrival if she had been able. But, realizing that nature must take its course, and knowing
there was nothing to fear in a natural birth to a healthy body, I made no effort of
restraint. In a few hectic moments a new life came into being. As every muscle relaxed
in the relief from effort I heard the first choking cry - the first breath of a newborn child.
As the nurse picked up the naked wriggling body to give an almost unnecessary
spank I asked, "Is it a girl or a boy?"
"A girl," came the prompt reply. If it was not the answer I wanted - who cares,
for nothing can alter it.
I have just seen my baby, washed and dressed and now five hours old. She is a
quaint little wrinkled object with a little dark hair and long skinny fingers. My third girl.
My baby is 24 hours old and more serious thoughts are in my mind. Looking into
the future I wonder what her life will be. I cannot know, nor would I ever try to force her
mind and actions along any set course, but I hold in my keeping the most
impressionable years of her life - her early childhood.
I mean to help her in those years to build for herself a foundation of character
and regular habits. So much excellent advice is available for mothers that I need say no
more than that I will read and re-read all the literature on the subject that I can find.

As she grows older and is ready for school I will watch her progress more from a
distance for her independence is developing. I must not be disappointed at her failures
but rather help her to overcome her difficulties. I will be her teacher's friend, but
nothing more.
Through her growing years I will try to hold her confidence and be her advisor,
but my greatest pride will be to watch her slowly develop an ever increasing
independence until at last she is ready to step boldly out into a broader world of her
own choosing.
But, baby Jeanne, you are but a day old! You depend on me now so very
completely I will not fail you.

Life on the Farm in 1939
After Lena went back to England I missed her, as she had been a great help to
me. I understood her need to go back to her life with her twin and the job waiting for
her.
Now her room was taken over by the two older girls. They remember the frost
that formed on the north wall in the bitter weather. They would scrape it off with their
fingers. Money was short and at one time we ran out of flour, and I was forced to
substitute potato flakes made by frying thinly sliced potato chips for cereal. We had
bought the potatoes from Pete Lund, our former neighbour in Golden, for a dollar a
sack. We had lots of milk and butter during the winter, but the hens were not laying.
We probably had game meat that Fred had shot.
My memories of these early years are somewhat hazy, probably because my
hands were full with four small children. Fred was busy ridding the meadow of the
many old stumps left all over. He dynamited them out, and then burned, making it
easier to harvest the hay crop. We had been told of a bumper crop of alfalfa of former
years, but it had died out because of irregular irrigation from the old wooden flume. It
was in continual need of repair to keep the water flowing to the field and garden.
Fred was able to pay the hospital bill with firewood sales, and found other
customers. He also worked off the taxes on the farm by working on the road in the
Kicking Horse Canyon, which was still a narrow and winding road, in places built on
timbers secured into the rock face above the canyon.

Meanwhile we got to meet the neighbours in Moberly. There was a group of
Seventh Day Adventists brought from Alberta by Mr. Coupland, who taught the oneroom school as well as conducted their worship. Among his followers were the Beattie
family, with five children attending school along with Ralph and Robert Coupland. Mrs.
Coupland was a fine person who had lost their only daughter before coming to
Moberly.
Then there were the Bergenhams. They lived near the railway and farmed in aa
small way. Johnny, who had suffered some injuries while serving in France in World
War One, his sister Caroline, his widowed mother Britta and her brother, who passed
away from a stroke soon after we met the family. At that time Caroline was very
withdrawn, having suffered a severe shock when she found her father by the railroad
track, killed by a train. He was very deaf and did not hear the approaching train. Her
fiancé had been killed during the war. She roamed the trails with a dog, and was very
hard to approach until she got to know you.
Nina Jones and her four children lived in a log cabin at the foot of Hartley Road.
There were a number of bachelors living in the area. Perhaps the most unique was Emil
Dahl, who made a living cutting cedar fence posts and railway ties. He was a great
talker, and was dubbed the Silent Swede!
The Jorrimans lived in a log house back against the mountain. They had their
children taken over by welfare because the oldest boy had been rendered deaf by a
beating and dunking in a cold spring. They were placed in foster homes and later some
of them returned to Moberly after their parents died.

1940 - 1941 - Julia and War Years
Jeanne was beginning to walk, but now I was pregnant again. It was on a hot
summer day in July that we were sitting around the table eating lunch. I had just taken
a fresh batch of bread from the oven when I realized my time had come. Fred hastily
drove me to the hospital and I had barely got into bed when I called the nurse, who
pushed me, bed and all, into the delivery room just in time for the arrival of the baby.
Julia Seven was born with the caul still over her head (a lucky sign), before the
doctor could arrive, on July 29, 1940. Fred added the second name of Seven to her

name as there were now that number in the family. Dr. Barclay was the new doctor,
replacing old Doctor Ewart, who had died from a heart attack.
To accommodate the growing family Fred extended the house, making the
living room larger. In the field he continued blasting and burning old stumps. The old
flume had to be continually patched and cleared of leaves in the fall.
Back on the farm several months later, Fred and I watched the northern lights
one night. They were blowing with flickering reds, and I had a premonition that meant
war for Canada. This proved to be right.
While Canada joined Great Britain in declaring war on Germany in 1949, only a
token force of Canadians had been sent to England. The fall of France the subsequent
Battle of Britain spurred the Canadian war effort, and along with many local men, Fred
decided to enlist. He felt that his military training in Switzerland would be a valuable
asset.
We sold all the livestock and traded some pigs for a chesterfield and two
armchairs - a comfort sorely needed! As cooks were in demand and because of his
cooking experience with the CPR in Calgary and Lake Louise, he was sent to Victoria to
cook for the Canadian Dental Corps. Here he received much needed dental treatment,
having all his teeth extracted preparatory to getting a complete set of dentures. Soon
after he was slated to go to England, and came home just before Christmas, 1941, for
his last leave before sailing. I did not tell him I was again pregnant.
While he was serving as a cook he was given a belated routine intelligence test,
and his knowledge of languages came o light. He was transferred to the Intelligence
corps and attended a series of courses on decoding before being sent to Sicily and
Italy with a mobile unit that monitored German and Italian code messages.
During one bombardment a shell burst near his unit and his eardrum was
shattered. Some infection set in, and for a time he was seriously ill. Since the infection
did not clear up he was sent back to England. He sorted Nazi documents that had
been captured, and at that time he accumulated the material, which he sent back to
Golden in a large wooden box.
I was pregnant with Nicolette, but would have to manage somehow. The
neighbours were very helpful, and we all managed through the winter of 1941-42. The
washing was done by our neighbour, Mrs. Burns, and her son Tim helped by hauling
water from the creek. Johnny Bergenham kept us supplied with milk and eggs. With

the monthly allowance I received from the military we were able to buy groceries from
Golden, where I went with Johnny in his old car.

1942 - Nicolette and the Kerrs
In February I made arrangements for friends to take care of the older children.
Hazel went to the Couplands, Margaret to the Harrises in Calgary, and Jeanne to toe
Salomaas. Bernie and Julia would come with me to the Lenny's in Golden. Then I
waited for almost three weeks for the new arrival.
The days dragged on and still no sign of the baby, and finally three weeks later I
went to the hospital. Dr. Barclay was away in Toronto where his wife was dying of
cancer, so his very capable English nurse was in charge. She delivered the baby, as well
as Mrs. Henderson's child, since neither were first children. Nicolette arrived on March
4, 1942.
As soon as I was able I returned to the farm with the younger children. I was
grateful for the kind friends and neighbours who had looked after the children. I had
hired Mrs. Babchuk to help me, but she was very unreliable so I decided to get the
family together. I picked up Hazel from the Couplands, where she had started school. I
was forced to cope with the family alone much of the time and became overtired and
caught the flu so was no longer able to nurse Nicky as my milk dried up. I got goat milk
from Carl Seward, and she thrived on it.
We put Hazel on the train to bring back Margaret, who was still in Calgary.
Unfortunately the two Harris children had contracted measles at the kindergarten they
attended, and both Hazel and Margaret also contracted the disease. Hazel remembers
how sick Margaret was, and how the light bothered her eyes. It was quite a long time
before they were over the measles and back home.
The Harrises placed an advertisement in the Calgary papers for a companionhousekeeper on a farm where there were small children. The only application came
from Mrs. Peggy Kerr, who herself had three small children, Joyce, Ian and Eddie. I
engaged her and she arrived, and was a great help. They settled into the old cabin. I
procured a better wood stove and she cooked our meals in the main house, but
refused to do the washing by hand. So I found a washer which could be run by the
engine Fred had carried out from an old mine up Goat River.

One day Peg caught her finger between the belt and the pulley, leaving the tip
dangling by a thread. I bandaged it up and she went to Calgary, where her doctor
replaced the bone with plastic and eventually it healed well. Fortunately she was still on
the medical plan of her husband from whom she was separated.

The Fire and Good Neighbours
We heard of some goats for sale at Fairmont Hot Springs. Peggy borrowed a car
and we loaded up all the children in a borrowed car. Tim Burns came along with the
old truck he had bought from us, and we set out to fetch them. The road south was
very rough, and we stopped for the night at Harrogate. The Pedleys made room for us
on the floor while some slept in the truck. The next day we went for a swim in the hot
pool at Fairmont, including Nicky in my arms. She loved the hot water!
Then we loaded the goats in the back of the truck and started home the next
day with the animals. We kept the goats in the old pig pen, and we now had our own
milk supply.
Meanwhile, Peggy suggested that Bill Cooper, her boyfriend, should come and
help with the farm work. The old cabin was used as a bedroom and we ate in the frame
house together Sitting at the table one noon I suddenly saw flames in the old cabin.
Bill rushed over to the far window and succeeded in reaching his suitcase containing
his personal papers. He received burns to his hands in the process. A bucket brigade to
the shallow well soon exhausted the meagre water in the well, and snow proved
useless in fighting the flames. Peggy, meanwhile,, rode her horse down to the section
house and returned with one of the section men hanging onto the horse's tail. But all
efforts were fruitless, and we had to concentrate on saving the nearby frame house.
Everything else was lost in the fire, but the wind saved our remaining habitation.
After the fire the problem of housing our two families became urgent. Dave
Weber had begun to erect the walls of a log cabin on his property. He offered to sell
these logs for $25.00, and I jumped at the offer. A number of our neighbours offered
their teams and labour to get the logs to the farm. The logs were first numbered and
then hauled and set up temporarily on cedar blocks and rocks. The walls were quickly
rebuilt and ceiling joists cut and put in place. Fro the roof, Bill cooper cut rafters from
smaller trees and the roof was finished to make a habitable house for the Kerr family.

It was far from warm ad the cold air under the floor resulted in cold feet and the
walls had to be chinked. All this took time and work, but was finally done. Shortly after
the future farmhouse was completed Bill and Peg decided to return to Calgary. So we
moved in to the new building as it was.

Moberly School
The original Moberly School was built by the Hartley family, with the help of
neighbours in 1916. It operated until 1952, when the school bus service was
introduced. At times there were not enough students to keep the school open, but the
Blaeberry school would accommodate them. The Blaeberry school was close enough
that the two communities shared many activities, such as baseball matches and
attended the Christmas Concerts of each other.
Hazel, Margaret and Joyce went to the one room Moberly school on our old
horse. There were about sixteen children in attendance - I recall the two Coupland
boys, three Beattys, three Matthews and Steve Babchuck. They were taught by Mr.
Coupland as most of these families had come to Moberley with the Couplands and
other Seventh Day Adventists.
The children told us he would go to sleep during the noon hour and the children
had a grand time until he woke up. Finally there was so much dissatisfaction with his
teaching that the Inspector was notified of the situation. He came and summarily
dismissed Mr. Coupland.
He learned I had formerly been a teacher Alberta. My University degree more
than satisfied him, despite my lack of a BC teaching certificate, and he asked me to
take over the school. With Peg at home to mind the younger children I was free to take
the job with the sixteen remaining pupils. I took Bernie along with me as he didn't get
along with Peg, and he spent his time playing with sticks and wood blocks. I found little
or no records at the school and no Course of Studies. Mr. Coupland had taken home
the only copy! However the children told me where they were in the text books and the
older ones were always ready to help.
The inspector rushed to get the course of study from Mr. Coupland and I was
kept busy at night preparing lessons and correcting books. The work was difficult for
me as I had never taught so many grades at once. I found that such lessons as Science

and Social Studies could be combined for several grades, but I had a lot of studying to
do on Canadian History. One problem I had was that my own girls were much quicker
than most of the others.
We would set out over the trail past Lamberts Lake and over the hill to the log
school house. Soon Joyce and Hazel would be riding Peg's horse, which we stabled in
the woodshed during school hours. In winter it was quite a struggle through the snow
even though we kept the trail packed.
The winter was a cold one, and despite the efforts of the janitor, the building
was bitterly cold with everyone huddled around the heater until it was warm enough to
sit in their desks and the ink was thawed out in the inkwells. We would serve hot cocoa
at noon and sandwiches were thawed out by the stove.
Spring came at last and we spent as much time outdoors as possible, with daily
exercise and games and nature study. A school newspaper was produced on the old
'jelly pad' mimeo machine - we called it the Mountain Messenger.
Then I got permission to move the school to the log cabin at the cross-road
from Johnny Bergenham, who was the trustee. It was now an easy walk for everyone,
except the Beattys who were older and could manage the walk. I taught in this school
during the war years. At school we started skiing, played ball and went for nature walks
in spring.
Other activities during these years included the local branch of the Rocky
Mountain Rangers. I was invited to join because of a shortage of men. The group
consisted of Gotnar Hedberg, Tim Burns, Emil Dahl, Dick Bechtold, Johnny Bergenham
and myself. I learned to fire a Sten gun and we marched and drilled.
Every July 1st there was a picnic at Hambley Flats, with sports for all ages, a tugo-war and best of all, unlimited ice cream cones served up by Johnny Bergenham. He
was also Santa at most of the Christmas concerts.

Fred: 1945
Fred arrived home in Golden in November, 1945, after a leave to visit his
parents in Switzerland. He sent a postcard to Chris on September 23, saying he'd
arrived in Switzerland.

These are his words describing what he observed on his journey from England
to Switzerland:
I am about ready to return to Canada. Eighteen years ago I made the same trip,
only then I did not know what I'd find at the end of my journey. Today I do. My only
wish, to see my aged mother once more, came true and I was granted three weeks
compassionate leave to visit her in Switzerland. By boat across the Channel, and from
there by train to the Alps, the trip was most revealing. Canadian Movement Control
functioned perfectly all along the route. Belgium, which I traversed from Ostend, via
Brussels to the French frontier, left an excellent impression on my mind. The work of
reconstruction there has begun in earnest in cities and country. Men and women whom
I engaged in conversation appeared to have dropped their wartime mentality and
adopted a constructive and realistic peacetime ideology.

Dad, his mother and Margaret, on his last visit to Switzerland

Totally different were the conditions I encountered in France. France, the
country I once admired to much, has 'gone to the dogs'. Not only the economic and
physical aspects of the country are in a deplorable state of affairs, but the people
themselves have not been able to shake off the sad illusions which I the past have
almost ruined a once great nation. I talked to Poilu and Officer, to labourer and
scientist, and not one of them was able to suggest means of remedying the situation.
With her large and rich colonies, France has not lost the battle yet, but only an efficient
(a word unknown there!) government can restore the prosperity and way of life which
once was such an asset to France.
Crossing the Swiss frontier, I was very curious to find out what had happened
there during my long absence. Did they suffer much? What were they doing during the
war? With whom were their sympathies?

On October 7th, 1945, his last postcard says,
Dear Chris, On the way back and soon we'll meet again. It was lovely and all
were so good to me. Love, Fred

The Years Beyond 1945
Mother's notes of her experiences in Golden and with the family end around
1945, so what follows is built on some notes that are hand written - by Hazel or
Margaret, and some things I recall as well during the next few years.
Mom taught school throughout the war at the Moberley School. Children came
from the Coupland, Beattie, Salomaa, Jones and Schiesser families.
Winter was a time for skiing, while in summer the students played ball and took
nature walks. In summer, all the neighbours and children of the Moberley area enjoyed
July 1st picnics, usually at Hambly Flats. Johnny Bergenham was the chief coffee maker
and ice cream distributor. The ice cream was a yearly treat, a four-gallon pail brought in
a canvas can filled with ice. I remember sack races, three legged races, and other fun
games.

Other events in the neighbourhood were Christmas concerts and bean suppers.
Mr. Polier, who had moved to the farm across the valley from our farm, entertained
with his accordion and zither playing.
Twin brothers, Fridolin (Fred) and Jacques were born on November 29th, 1946,
which pleased our father, as up until now Bernhard was the only son. However, seven
months later Jacques died on July 17th, 1947. He had whooping cough and also
pernicious anemia, a fatal disease at that time.
We almost missed that July 1st 1947 celebration because the whole family had
whooping cough!
Our youngest brother, Jacques Doull, was born on April 16, 1948, the final
addition to the Schiesser family.
Summers always offered us some fun as well as the hard work of looking after
animals, gardening and haying. The favourite swimming holes were the back channels
of the Columbia River behind the Cooper farm. I recall persuading Steve Petruik to
take us swimming there many times, and we would ride there in the back of his old
Model T pickup truck. Mom felt we were safe with him, as he was a good swimmer. It
was a wonderful way to spend a hot summer afternoon. The gravel pit at Hambly flats
was the second swimming hole - graded from shallow to deep, and usually warm from
the sun. Occasionally we would wade and swim in the Moberley slough in front of the
Bergenham farm, but the muddy bottom and the bloodsuckers squelched the urge to
swim for long.
In 1947, Dad bought an Army truck. He'd go to town with it, and often arrive
home under the influence; sometimes accompanied by Emil Dahl, who once broke his
leg while 'under the influence'.
Hazel learned to drive at the age of 13 in this truck and also on the tractor. Dad
never taught her to use the brakes and clutch together. She figured the brakes alone
would stop the tractor, but it crashed into the truck.
In 1949, Lena and Jerry came to visit us during the summer. Dad had brought
the cabin, piece by piece from the Johnson farm he had bought in the Blaeberry. He
set it up and roofed it, and the two aunts lived in it. We were delighted to have time
with them.
Thus ends the Memoirs as written by Mom.

The Break - 1966
Mom writes:
After Jacques left, told to 'get out' by Fred, the family was no longer keeping
me tied to the farm. We could have enjoyed life together but that was not to be. The
Legion had taken over, and my steady refusal to go to Golden caused endless scenes.
Promises to let me drive home, which were always broken, reduced my nerves to a
pulp. Have you ever ridden in a truck beside a drunken driver?
Sometimes I would protest in vain, but would get out and walk the rest of the
way home. Once the truck was bogged down in a soft spot just out of town. It was
seven miles home. Fred slept in the truck and arrived sobered the next morning.
So I became isolated again from normal life, which I had enjoyed during the war
years - thanks to Peg and Bill and the Manns.
Following are the letters Mom and Dad exchanged at this time. I debated with
my self whether to include them, but they are revealing and a part of the whole story.
February 22, 1966
Dear Fred,
After what happened on Saturday I realized that I must leave you. As long as you
continue to drink I would never feel safe again. I had a long talk with Dr. Trott and he
advised me to tell you that I could only remain with you if you gave up alcohol.
However, you have so often expressed your wish to be free of me that I am
taking this opportunity of making the break at once. I shall be staying with Julia until I
can find a job and a pace to live. I have taken only my personal things - what is left I do
not need.
The animals have been fed and the door left open for them to go in. You can
get someone to fetch the truck any time.
Chris

March 4th, 1966
Dear Chris,
I have left the door open for you. Use it any time you want. Issue not valid to
destroy two lives,
Fred

March 14, 1966
Dear Fred,
Your letter was forwarded to me at Kamloops last week. I returned yesterday to
help Hazel while Louie is away on the A.I. Refresher course.
The cut is healed, but I need more time to consider and interpret your vague
words. It was because my life was being gradually destroyed that I left.
Chris

March 20, 1066
Dear Chris,
I was glad to hear that your finger has healed. No words could convey the
sorrow and shame my action has caused. It was an outburst that smouldered for some
time and you were not the cause of it, although the victim.
Had Jack made any effort to get a job and get out of here, instead of living off
my money, this situation would not have arisen. Too bad that such drastic means were
needed to finally force him to stand on his own legs.
You mentioned in your first note that you were looking for a job. Have you
forgotten that more than thirty years ago you undertook a lifetime job - for better or for
worse?
In the animal world, when the young are old enough to fend for themselves, the
mother chases them away, in no uncertain terms. Many a human mother could learn, or
should learn, a lesson that nature intended for all. You can forget any fears of me not
treating you right. I, too, can learn.
The house has now been wired and is waiting for the highline from Steve's. I am
going to get some soil to start the seedlings this week.

About the truck - I have advanced $75 to Freddie and he promised to get the
license forms from you and get the license. Apart from promising, he has not done
more. I am giving him until the end of the month; then I shall notify his boss in Kelowna
to withhold part of his pay. I have the cancelled cheques from the bank. Another son I
trusted.
I must know about the truck as I have only three days gas left and Ray Drown
told me he could not deliver it off the highway.
I am not going to ask you to change your mind. Just do what is right and I'd
welcome you with open arms. I hope this is the last letter I have to write. I am tired of
having only a dog and cat to talk to.
Love, Fred
Mom did not return to the farm, and began a new and much less stressful life in
Golden, where she made new friends, opened a bookstore, and became very active in
Regional affairs.
Here she is with 5 grandchildren – Marissa, Nadia, Tyson, Dylan and Oliver.

Nicki, Fred, Mom and Julia on the porch of the cabin in 1949.

Bernie and Fridolin, 1949

Jacques and Margaret, 1949

Jeanne and Julia, 1949

Nicolette – late 1940’s

Our Swiss Grandparents, Jacques and Sophie Schiesser, with daughter Margaret and
son Fritz (Fred) circa 1908.

